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Eradication and control of noxious brush on rangelands, pasturelands, and woodlands offer excellent opportunities
for improved
forage and timber production in
Arkansas. The fight against low
grade trees and brush has been
going on here for many years.
Farmers, timber companies, chemical companies
and Federal and
State agencies are now working
side by side in the battle. The
progress in the last six years is
most encouraging.
With the advent of chemicals
made especially
for control of
broadleaf plants, many large scale
aerial applications have been made
on Soil Conservation District cooperators’ farms in Arkansas. To
date, over 68,000 acres have been
aerial sprayed on these farms and
many more thousands of acres have
received ground applications.
These applications follow field
trial plots established in the years
1950 to 1956. Technicians of the
chemical industry provided most
effective cooperation in setting up
the trial plots. This paper gives
some of the important techniques
learned from applications on these
farms. These applications included
treatment on pasture lands, rangeland, and removing hardwoods in
woodlands.

General Information on the
Herbicides Used
Both the high-volatile and lowvolatile esters of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T
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have been used. The high-volatile
esters used were methyl, ethyl,
propyl, butyl and pentyl. The lowvolatile esters used were isooctyl,
butoxy ethyl, tetrahydrofurfuryl,
butoxy
propyl,
butoxy
ethoxy
propyl, ethoxy ithoxy propyl, and
propylene glycol, butyl ether ester.
Work is now underway using
urea herbicides. The mode of action of these herbicides provides a
new and fundamentally
different
approach to the control of woody
plants. Urea herbicides are applied
to the soil surface and subsequently

are absorbed by the roots of the
plants and translocated
to the
aerial parts of the plant, where
toxicity is expressed. The symptoms of urea herbicide toxicity are
typically a chlorosis of the foliage,
which is followed by necrosis of
leaf parts and finally by leaf abscission and defoliation
of the
plant. These changes take place
slowly,
and are progressive
throughout the growing
season.
Several seasons usually are required to kill most woody plants of
any size.
Of considerable interest in the
field of brush control with chemicals is the current work underway
with herbicides in pellet form. The
pellets are applied to the surface
soil, and the chemical is moved to
the root zone by rainfall. This type
of application has great possibilities in Arkansas. Ammate emulsions are being evaluated by various field trials to determine the

FIGURE 1. Aerial application of chemicals for brush control in Arkansas. Chemicals
are being applied by a Stearman airplane flying 75 mph. on 26 ft. swaths and as low
as possible.
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effectiveness of standard
with ammate solution.

Table

sprays
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Recommended
treatments using
Airplane Spraying

application.

Volume

Type of Brush

Herbicide

Pounds
Acid
Per Acre

Mixed oaks and
associated
hardwoods

2,4,5-T

2

3

Re-treat the second
year with 1 to 2 lbs.
per acre

Propionic
Acid

.,

5

Re-treat the second
year with 1 to 2 lbs.
per acre

Willow, cottonwood, locust

2,4-D
2,4,5-T
(50/50)

91
-A

5

Persimmon,
sassafras ,
sumac

2,4-D
2,4,5-T

11h

7rh**

Re-treat the second
year with 1 lb.
per acre

2

5

Spray

Application
Most of the large scale chemical
brush control work on the farms
of Soil Conservation District cooperators in Arkansas has been
with 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and propionic
acids. The application
has employed many types of equipment.
The foliage application has been
done with modified Stearman airplanes, Super Cubs, helicopters,
ground equipment,
and hand
sprayers.
The method used most extensively on farms’ in Arkansas has been
aerial application of the chemical
with the Stearman airplane, using
a 220-horsepower engine. Approximately 55,000 acres of brush have
been sprayed on farms in Arkansas
with the Stearman airplane since
1950. Most of the Stearmans used
have an improved hydraulic-driven
pump unit operating
a boom
equipped with 12 nozzles, delivering 5 gallons of spray ‘solution per
acre in swaths of 26 feet, flying 75
miles per hour. These planes have
a capacity of 100 gallons.
A high percentage of the brush
work has been done with Super
Cubs, using an engine having 150
horsepower. Best results have been
obtained with a pressure of 30
pounds, using a boom with 16
nozzles with a Number 6 spray jet.
The Super Cubs have a capacity of
110-120 gallons and deliver 5 gallons of spray solution per acre in
swaths of 30 feet, operating at 80
miles per hour.
There is an increasing interest
by landowners in Arkansas in the
use of helicopters. They are more
expensive than the Stearman and
Super Cubs, but they do have an
advantage in that they can take
off and land straight up and down
without a runway.
Most of the
helicopter work has been done using a pressure of 30 pounds on a
boom with 12 nozzles. The rate of
speed is usually 45 miles per hour,
using a swath of 35 feet when applying 5 gallons of mixture per
acre.

foliage

Oaks

(50/50)
-2,4,5-T

Release of
coniferous trees
* Use 1 gallon
** Use 1 gallon

diesel
diesel

oil in 3rh gallons of water
oil in 6 gallons of water
Ground

Type

of

Brush

Mixed oak and
associated
species
Persimmon,
sassafras,
willow,
cottonwood,
locust

Spray
Per Acre*

Pounds Acid Per
100 Gal. Water

2,4,5-T

Y&

\

With all types of aerial application on farms, best results have
been obtained when the equipment
has some type of pressure pump.
The pressure behind the spray
seems to give an even, controlled
flow and good atomization.
The
orifice outlet faces rearward to give
a coarse droplet.
Behind every good aerial spray
job is planning, which includes
Permanent and swath
flagging.
flagging is difficult in some areas
in Arkansas because of the terrain,
height of trees, and type of brush.
Adequate flagging has been one of
the most important factors. Many
types of flagging have been used
including : balloons, smoke pots,
flags in trees, radios, and so forth.
At the present, the best flagging
is done by placing the flags in tree
tops fastened to 20-30 foot cane
poles, the permanent flags being
spaced every ten swaths, or 260

Re-treat the second
year with 1 to 2 lbs.
per acre

after

June 25

_____

Spraying

Herbicide

2,4-D
2,4,5-T
(50/50)

Remarks

3

Remarks
Mix 4 lbs. of chemical
oil
with
5 gal. diesel
before mixing with water.
Re-treat
the second
year
with 2 lbs. of same
material
per 100 gal.
Apply as wetting
water.
Volume
per acre
spray.
depends
on density
and
size of brush

feet. With this type of permanent
flagging, it is best to use the colors
of white, yellow and orchid. Experienced swath flagmen are essential. They must get to their
next station before the pilot is
ready to line up for his next pass.
Most flagmen use three-foot squares
of white cloth atop cane poles,
which are mounted on aluminum
tubing.
In addition to insuring good
coverage, proper flagging will enable the pilot to make quick checks
on the volume of material per acre
that is being applied.
Airplane application appears to
be the only feasible method for applying spray rapidly and economically on large areas of moderate
to heavy brush. Also, airplanes can
operate when it is too wet for
ground sprayers. Aerial application of chemicals for brush control
is a very sensitive operation. Good

DJWELOPJIENTS

rrsults
are obtained
only whm all
phases of thr operation
are carried on+ correctly.
The important
fartors in a proper aerial applicntion include the follo~~~i-ing:
1. Stud>of the
area
to he
sprayed
a. Soil types
h. Typrs of woody plants
0. Purpose
of spraginysuch as timber stand improwmrnt,
or hrnsh control “11 rangr or pasture
land
2. Time of day-early
morning,
late rrrning
3. Time
of year ~ May,
June,
rarly July
4. Temppratnre~65”.80’
F.
5. Wind-less
than 5 miles per
hour
fi. Humiditv-high
7. Soil m&m-fmorahlr
for
plant
growth
at time of application and for several ~wrks
following application
8. Proper spray system on arrial
equipment
0. Pilot trained in aerial application of herbicides
10. Arm
properly
flagged
with
permanrnt
flags
11. Trained
flaggin:
crew
12. Reliahlp chemicals and citrrier,
mixed correctly
13. Correct flying of airplane
Number 2 diesel oil is thr principal oil used as a carrirr
for the
ester formulations.
Oil-watrr rmnlsions prepared
vith
emnlsifging
aprnts also give effective and eco-
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cvrr.
best results
have been ohtainrd vhm the hmsh xas sprayed
in May, June. and .July.
Srrrral
kinds of power sprayers
are on the market. Some are driven
hy tractor,
,,“TVPT tnkr-off or Mt.
some are
trailer
mounted
and
drirrn
by small gasoline
motors,
and others are mounted
on jeeps,
tractors
and trucks.
Good results
mnitlly
havr hrrn “htninrd
vhen
the following
procedures
and preGround Equipment
cantion have been ohserred :
Spray solutions
may hr npplird
1. TTsr nozzlrs that girr a finr fanshaped spray.
to the foliage of hmsh with many
2. Mixture:
one gallon 2,4,5-T (4
types of ground
equipment.
The
lhs. acid) with 5 gallons diesel
character,
density,
and type
of
oil mixed with 94 gallons water.
woody plants
will drtrrmmr
the
3. Wet foliage thoroughly.
type of equipment
to use. ITand
sprayers
nre good for small III‘CRS 4. If a hoom is used, it mast he
veil braced.
of brush,
fence roxs,
and seed5. 1:~ a bypass rdvr
to insnre
lings.
With any Pquipmmt,
it is
uniform pressure from 20 to 100
nrcrssnry
to completely
vet the
folianr.
Best rmultn hare hrm ohlhs.
tninrd with a mixture
of one pal1011 2,4,5-T, five gallons diesel oil
and 94 gallms of vater.
HOMWW.
7. TTse screens
or filters to keep
nozzles from clogging.
some species, such as willow, pm8. TTsr R d&rpmt,
snch as “Tidr”,
simmon, sassafras
and cottonwood,
can he controlled
brttpr vith half
to add a sticking characteristic
2,4-D and half 2,4,5-T.
to thr misturr.
Power equipment
such as tractor.
The spray equipment
for control
truck, or jeep drawn vehicles is heof rood,~ plants must he of sturrlirr construction
and capable of decoming popular for many typrs of
brush control
work in Arkansas.
liwring
a larger volume of liquid
Thr spray
solntions
appliml
h?
than those used in mrrd control.
ground
power equipment
ape the
The equipment
should he as comsame as hand
equipment.
Good
pact as possible.
rith
results
have been ohtaind
Ohserrations
made “WI a 6.yrar
power equipment
on a foliage al>- prriod
indicate
that
control
of
pliratim
as late as August.
Hovhroadlraf
plants
vith
foliage
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Table 2. Remmmended treatments using basal application
Method of
Application

Herbicide

Rand
sprayer

2,4,5-T

Rand

Propionic

Pounds
4 Ibs.
diesel
1 pint
diesel
ssme

Xemarks

of Acid

per 25 gal.
oil; YZ to
per 3 gs,.
ail

Lolrer dilution may be
used on stems up to 3
inrhes in diameter.
same

most of the broadleaf type plants.
Spraying the stems of trees less
than five inches in diameter is a
common method that has proved
successful. This treatment consists
of spraying the lower 12 inches
with B mixture of one gallon 2,4,5T (4 lbs. acid) mixed with 25 gallons diesel oil. For effective control
encircle the stem to the point of
runoff.
Best results have been
whm the spraying mas done from
October to March.
Another basal treatment that has
proven successful, especially in removing unwanted hardwoods in
pine stands, is frilling the tree and
applying a one percent solution of
2,4,5-T in the frill. The frills are
made by making a single hack
girdle at chopping height. This
treatment is good for trees 6 to 10
inches in diameter.
A ner method of controlling
worthless trees with chemicals is
proving successful in Arkansas.
An injector is used to shoot the
chemical-2,4,5-T-into
the inner
part of the tree. The injector is
driven through the outer bark into
the inner bark of the tree. Better
results we obtained when the injector is literally thrown at a

Application

has been much better on
mm soils than on others. Greater
success has been obtained on such
soils as Muskingum, Hector, Pottsville, and Fayetteville fine sandy
loam, than on Cleburne fine sandy
loam, Waynesboro fine sandy loam,
Newtonia loam, Pulaski, and Centerton.

sprays

Basal Treatment
This refers to a chemical spray
application
by hand or ground
equipment to the lomr stem, cut
stump, actual injection of ehemiml into the trunk, application of
chemical into frills made with an
axe, or application
of chemical
into a gmore made by a girdling
machine.
Basal application of chemicals is
the most common method used for
controlling unwanted trees in desired stands. This application has
been highly effective for control of

DEVELOPMENTS
downward angle into the tree.
When done properly,
a cup is
formed and the chemical is released through the injector bit. The
chemical remains in the cut and is
absorbed into the inner bark. It
is necessary to hit some trees
harder than others, depending on
the type of bark. The important
thing is to see that the bit goes into
the inner bark and a pocket is
formed to hold the chemical. With
some practice, a rhythm can be
developed so that each injection
can be made in one or two seconds.
- Injections are made every 2 to
4 inches around the tree.
Best results have been obtained
using a mixture of one-half gallon
of 2,4,5-T in 41/z gallons of diesel
oil.
The tree girdling machine commonly
known
as the “Little
Beaver” is being used extensively
with an application of chemicals
applied with a paint brush on the
lower side of the groove. This application is proving very. successful
in pine stands to remove unwanted
hardwoods. The mixture used with
this method is one pint of 2,4,5-T
mixed with 5 gallons of used motor
oil. The application of chemical
should be done immediately following the girdling.

IN CHEMICAL

BRUSH

Conclusion
Brush is the number one agricultural problem in Arkansas, and
the annual loss in dollars due to
brush invasion would be impossible to measure. For the past hundred years the loss due to the invasion of brush has increased
yearly due to burning and overgrazing.
The method of brush control
used most extensively in Arkansas
has been the applying of chemicals
by airplane. Many thousands of
acres of brushland have been airplane-sprayed
since 1950. Complete eradication of all brush is
seldom accomplished by a single
aerial spraying, although present
indications are that over 90 percent or more of the scrub hardwood brush can be eliminated with
When complete
one spraying.
eradication is desired, it may be
necessary to make a repeat spraying to control undergrowth that
was not affected with the first application. Also, seedlings will come
up from acorns and nuts in the
ground after the first spraying.
Experience in Arkansas shows
that in achieving successful control the efficiency of application is
fully as important as the chemcicals
used. In aerial applications it is
necessary that the applicators be

Screw-worm

CONTROL

experienced in brush control work
and that the area to be sprayed be
plainly marked and flagged.
Certain general conclusions can
be drawn from the various data
presented :
1. Air temperature affects the activity of the herbicide and the
effectiveness decreases when the
temperature is above 85” F.
2. Soil moisture affects the activity
of the herbicide. Better controls
are obtained when soil moisture
is favorable for plant growth.
3. The type of soil affects the percent of control.
4. Time of year and time of day
are important factors in a good
spray operation. The most favorable time of year is May and
early June, while the most favorable times of day are early
morning and late afternoon.
5. Some esters appear to affect the
terminal buds of pine less than
other esters.
6. July and August sprays appear
to affect terminal buds of pine
less than May and June sprays.
Foliage sprays applied
with
ground equipment have also given
good results in Arkansas. Basal
applications of herbicidal chemicals have been used successfully to
remove unwanted
species from
stands of desired trees.

Eradication Tests

Begun in Florida
Pilot-type field tests to evaluate and
improve procedures an’d equipment for
screw-worm era,dication by using sterile male screw-svorm flies have been
started in the Z,OOO-square-mile area
southelast of Orlando, Florida.
The
Stat,e of Florida and USDA are1cooperating in these tests. Screw-worms are
the larvae, or maggots, of the fly, Callitroga horGn(ovorax, which develops
from eggs laid on open wounds on animals. They cause heavy lossles to livestock producers in Flo’rida and Texas.
Era,dication of the screw-wo,rm by
this method is based on the fact that
when normal females of the species
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mate with sterile males, the eggs produced will not hatch. If enough sterile male flies can be introduced into a
s#crew-worm infest& area at proper intervals, they will cause a( progressive
reduction in the laying o,f fertile eggs,
and the fly popula,tion will eventually
be wiped out.
The flies used in the tests will be
rendered sterile by radio-active treatment. The program calls for the release of about Z,OOO,OOOlaboratoryreased flies per week for a period of
four months. The program is expec.ted
to yield information essential for the
planning and operation of an all-out
eradication effort.

.

Climate, Soil and Vegetation

Nitrogen Fertilization of Northern
Great Plains Rangelands’
GEORGE
Reseaach
Station,

A. ROGLER

AND RUSSELL

Agron,omists,

U.

Ma3ndasa, Korth

Research studies as well as the
of individual
ranch
experience
operators have shown that range
land has a great potential for inIt is known
creased production.
that reseeding, weed and brush control, and proper management can
do much to improve the range and
increase the return per acre of
land. A few recent studies on the
use of fertilizers on native grasslands have indicated that here also
may be a method of range improvement and of increasing the return per acre.
Unfortunately there is very little
research information ,available on
fertilization of native grass, especially in the Northern Great Plains
region. Most of the studies have
been with seeded grasses and results have been obtained only in
terms of herbage yields. Results
of these studies have shown, in
general, that the response of seeded
cool-season grasses to nitrogen in
particular, even under low rainfall conditions, makes the use of
this fertilizer economically feasible
in many cases.
One of the few reports from the
Great Plains region on t.he effect
of nitrogen fertilizer on gains was
made by McIlvain and Savage
(1950). Their work at the U. S.
Southern Great Plains Field Station, Woodward, Oklahoma, showed
that ammonium nitrate applied to
weeping lovegrass at 30 pounds of
nitrogen per acre in 1947 and 53
pounds in 1948, increased grazing
capacity 33 percent and gain of
yearling steers per acre by 37
pounds.
IResearoh investigations of the ‘Crops Research
Division,
Agrio&ural
Reseasch
Service, 17. 8. Department
of Agriculture.

S.

Northern

J. LORENZ
Great

Plains

Field

Dakota

Another experiment with fertilizers on native range in the Great
Plains is being conducted in western South Dakota at the Range
Field Station near Cottonwood. A
progress report by Westin, Buntley
and Brage (1955) for the 1952-54
period showed that good responses
in forage yields were obtained from
the application of 20, 40, and 80
pound rates of nitrogen per acre
on pastures that had been grazed
at heavy, moderate and light intensities.
The greatest response
was obtained on the heavily grazed
pasture, where 80 pounds of nitrogen were applied per acre annually. This treatment produced
3,165 pounds more hay per acre
over the 3-year period than the
Their studies also
check plots.
showed that 80 pounds of nitrogen
per acre applied once in three years
produced more hay per unit of
nitrogen than 80 pounds applied
every year for three years. All
rates of nitrogen produced residual
effects for a period of three years.
Marked increases were obtained in
the percentage of protein from the
higher rates of nitrogen.
Williams
(1953) conducted a
fertilizer
experiment on upland
prairie near Lincoln, Nebraska. He
found the application of 60 pounds
of nitrogen per acre raised the
crude protein and phosphorus
levels in most grasses, especially at
the earlier stages of growth. Nitrogen-treated cool-season
grasses
were higher in crude protein at
growth stages up to jointing time
than were nitrogen-treated warmseason grasses at corresponding
growth stages. The application of
nitrogen fertilizer also resulted in
greatly increased dry matter yields.
156

The climate of the area where
the present study is located does
not differ greatly from that of
other sections of the Northern
Great Plains. Temperatures reach
extremes in both winter and summer, rainfall is limited, strong drying winds are common, and there
are frequent drought periods.
Normally about half of the annual rainfall comes in May, June,
and July, and the seasonal precipitation from April 1 to September
30 is about three-fourths of the annual. The annual rainfall, as shown ’
in Table 1, averaged 17.91 inches
during the period of the study.
This compares with a 42-year average of 16.01 inches. During the
period of study, 1952 was the only
year when the lack of precipitation sharply limited plant growth.
The most favorable year for growth
was 1953.
The soil of the plots is classified
as Williams silt loam. It is developed over calcareous glacial till
and has a dark grayish-brown surface soil. Tests made prior to the
initiation of the experiment showed
the total nitrogen content of the
soil in both a heavily and moderately grazed pasture, where the experiment was conducted, to be relatively high, being .257 and .250
percent in the surface six inches
for the heavily and moderately
grazed pasture, respectively.
Table1 1. Annual and sea,sonal precipitation for the 1951-56 period at the
Northern Great Plains Field Station,
Mandan, North Dakota
Precipitation
Annual
total
Year
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
Average
(1951-56)
Average
(1915-56)

Seasonal
total
(Apr.-Sept.)

in.
20.31
10.25
21.76
20.17
18.33
16.64

16.65
7.46
16.56
18.10
16.24
14.94

in.

17.91

14.99

16.01

12.50

NITROGEN
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ITnder
moderat?
grazing
the
vrgrtation in the arra is quite Q--pieal of much of the Northern Great
Plains.
It is mixed prairir type.
The dominant
~~~~rm-season grass
is blur grnma (Boutclom
grwilis)
and the dominant cool-sc,awn grass
is v&era
vhratgrass
(Ayropyrun
smifkii).
Xwdlr-and-thread
(*Otipn
romotn) is another important coolseason species along with threadleaf sedge (Carez
filifolio),
a
grass-like plant. A nnmhrr of forbs
are normally
preswt
in the vep?tative cover.
Experimental

Methods

The experiment
~~l-as conducted
on areas fenced off from grazing
in 1951 in each of tvo pastures.
One pasture
had
brrn
heavily
grazed for a period
of 35 gears
immediately
prior to the start of
the experiment,
and
the other
pasture moderately
grazed for the
same period. Nine plots, 6 by 20
feet in size, ~vxe establishrd
randomly
in raeh of the unclosed
ax-as. Three treatments with three
replications
were used.
Plots in
one treatment received no frrtilizer
and vere
used as checks.
In
anothrr treatment, 30 pounds per
acre of nitrogen
wpcre applied
in
the form of ammonium
nitrate in
the early spring the first year but
in the late fall each year thereafter.
The other treatment was a
90 pound per acre treatment applied in the same manner as the 30
pound treatment.
Observational
notes were taken
during the course of each season,
and the forage harvested
at one
inch in height about the middle of
August
after
thr cessation
of
growth. Yields were calculated on
the basis of 12 percent moisture in
the forage. Separations rerc made
of the forage from plots in the
hpnvily grazed
pasture to determine the amount contributed
by
various species. In addition to the
fwtilized
plots
in the
heavily
grazed p&we,
an area x~a.s fenced
off from grazing each year without
further
treatment,
except annual
harvest, in order to determine the
natural recovery of the vegetation

from an owrgrazed
condition.
Soil
moisture samples wre
taken to n
drpth
of six fret by l-foot
increments in non-fertilized
plots in
both pastures and in the fertilized
plots in the hearily grazed pasture
in the spring and fall of each year.
Crude protein
determinations
of
the forage from the various treatmpnts were madr each yritr by the
standard Kjeldahl method.
Rl?&Ulti
At thr initiation
of the rsperiment in 1951, response to nitrogen
by western wheatgrass
and other
cool-season
species in the native
mixture was almost immediate,
as
reflected in darker color and increased growth. This marked early
response
was evident every year
thereafter
(Fig. 1). Observational
notes indicated that on the average
there was sufficient growth on the
fertilized
plots to support grazing
10 days earlier than on the check
plots.
Yields
obtained
during
the
conrse of the rxprriment are shown
in Table 2. It is interesting to note
that in the heavily grazed pasture,
vhrre thp vegetation had changed
from a typical mid-gram
type to
almost pure blue gra”,a
due to
heavy grazing,
yields wrc
cxtremely low the first year for the

check plots. The blue grama aas
also reduced in vigor due to close
grazing.
The application
of 30
pounds of nitrogen
per acre approximately
doubled the yield the
first gear.
Ninety
pounds
more
than tripled it. Remnant western
wheatgrass
plants made a rapid
recoverv
and accounted
for most
of the &ld incrrasr. In the moderately grazed pasture,
where the
wpetation
was in excellent condition at the start of the experiment
with a high percentage of western
wheatgrass. the yields of the check
plots were considerably higher. The
percentage
increase due to nitrogen application
was not 8s high as
in the heavily grazed pasture, but
the total yields wrrre greater. Since
the vegetation was in a more viporous condition at that time, yields
naturally ,vwe mow.
In 1952, when rainfall ~~l-asmuch
brlow
normal,~ yields
were
extremely
loxl- m the moderately
grazed pasture. I\loisturr shortage,
RS shovn by moisture samples, ~8,s
more pronounced
because of the
previous extraction of soil moisture
by a deeper rooted, more vigorous
grass cover.
Soil moisture
was
actually
higher
at the
deeper
depths in the heavily grazed pasture, aherr a wdnced root system
had extracted 1~5s moisture previ-
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no fertilizer
are given in
Table 4. There was a natural recovery in vigor and an increase in
western wheatgrass, which was an
indication of an improved range
condition. Even so, two years of
fertilization
with 90 pounds of
nitrogen each year did more to improve the range condition and to
increase yields than six years of
complete isolation from grazing.
Most of the increase in yield
was due to the increased amount of
western wheatgrass. In 1956, 83.5
percent of the herbage from the
plots receiving 90 pounds of nitrogen in the heavily grazed pasture
consisted of western wheatgrass,
while only 57.5 percent of the herbage from plots protected from
grazing six years without fertilization was western wheat. The herbage from plots protected from grazing only in 1956 contained just 9.4
percent western wheat. It should
be pointed out that under the system of harvesting used, the basal
cover or density was greatly reduced in the heavily fertilized
plots. Blue grama, which is a short
growing, high density species, was
thinned out because of the shading
effect and competition of the taller
western wheatgrass. In this experiment, as in many others, there
was a definite need for grazing
trials to measure the total effects of
fertilization.
The removal of top
growth of western wheatgrass
throughout the season by grazing
animals would have greatly altered
the effects of shading and competition.
In addition to response to nitrogen in increased yields, protein

Table 2. Yield in pounds of forage per acre from plots in a heavily grazed and
moderately
grazed pasture fertilizeld annually with two rake of nitrogen compared to no fertkiization.
Heavily
??ounds
Year
-1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
Average
L.S.D.

L.S.D.

between

between

grazed
nitrogen

pasture

Moderately

per acre

Pounds

grazed

nitrogen

0

30

90

0

30

259
321
1247
1172
751
739
748

504
612
2595
1593
1350
1302
1326

875
1158
5062
2334
2285
1915
2271

703
243
944
674
841
533
656

941
345
2217
1724
1414
1242
1314

treatment

means

treatment

means

for heavily

pasture
per acre
90
1218 544
4341
2086
2101
1754
2007

grazed

for moderately

ous to the dry weather than that
in the moderately grazed pasture.
With the application of nitrogen,
a more extensive root system developed which could tap the soil
moisture at the deeper depths.
Natural increase in vigor of the
grass in the heavily grazed pasture
resulted in increased yields over
the previous year in spite of the
extreme shortage of rainfall.
Precipitation
was much above
normal in 1953 and yields were extremely high in both pastures. The
importance of moisture in relation
to yield is shown by the fact that
the check plots in the heavily
grazed pasture yielded more than
fertilized plots in previous years.
Over a 4-fold increase in yield
above the check plots was produced by the plots receiving 90
pounds of nitrogen. The extremely
high yield was probably due partially to a residual effect of nitrogen from the preceding year, when
growth was limited due to drought.
Response to nitrogen continued to
be marked from 1954 through 1956.
The 6-year average shows that in
both pastures, yields were approximately doubled by the annual application of 30 pounds of nitrogen
per acre. Ninety pounds approximately tripled the yields.
The increases in pounds of hay
per pound of nitrogen applied are
shown in Table 3. On the basis of
hay production, the data indicate

ceiving

pasture:
at 5% level-381
at 1% level-630
grazed pasture:
at 5% level-210
at 1% level-348

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds

a higher return per unit of nitrogen from the 30 pound rate of application than from the 90 pound
rate. For hay production
only,
nitrogen fertilizer would be on the
border line of being economical at
present-day prices, since it would
take an approximate increase of
20 pounds of hay per acre for each
pound of nitrogen applied. Other
factors which may be of greater
economic importance than hay production must be considered in the
determination of the possibilities
for profitable use of nitrogen fertilizer on native range. Some of these
factors will be considered in this
paper.
One of the evident advantages
of the use of nitrogen was the beneficial effect it had on the vegetation
in the heavily grazed pasture.
Yields in this pasture from plots
isolated from grazing and harvested for hay every year but re-

Ta’ble 3. Increase in pounds of hay pel . acre for each pouml of nitrolgen applie$
from plots fertilized at two rates of titrogen in a heavily grazed and moderately

pasture.

grazed
Heavily
Pounds
Year
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
Average

graced

of nitrogen

pasture
per acre’

Moderately
Pounds

grazed

of nitrogen

pasture
per acre

30

90

30

90

8.1
9.7
44.9
14.0
20.0
18.8
19.3

6.8
9.3
42.4

7.9
3.4
42.4

12.9
17.0
13.1
16.9

35.0
19.1
21.5
21.6

5.7
3.3
37.7
15.7
14.0
13.6
15.0

NITROGElN
Table

4.

Yield

FERTILIZATION

in polnnds of hay per acre frolm plots isolated
year in a heavily grazed pa’stnre.
Number

of years

isolated

OF RANGELANDS

from
from

gra’zing

each

One,

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951

256
248
398
344
180
259

528
690
489
659
321
-

603
524
733
1243
-

528
677
1172
-

679
751
-

739
-

content of the herbage was considerably higher for those plots receiving the high rates of application. Here again grazing tests were
needed to determine whether increased protein in the herbage
would have increased gains beyond
those based strictly on amount of
dry matter produced.
Table 5
shows the percentage crude protein each year from 1952 through
1956 for the plots in both the
heavily grazed and moderately
grazed pastures. In some years the
30 pound application of nitrogen
tended to decrease the percentage
protein of the herbage below that
from the check plots. This was
probably
the result of growth
stimulation in the plants without
sufficient nitrogen accumulation beyond the actual needs of the plants
for growth. There evidently was a
dilution effect on the nitrogen in
the plants resulting in a lower percentage of protein.
’

Discussion

and Conclusions

Many of the research studies that
have been carried on indicate that
range fertilization has a greater
chance of successful application in
the Northern Great Plains than in
more southern
regions of the
Plains, or in many other areas in
the west. The reason for this is
that native grass in the northern
Plains consists of a mixture of both
cool- and warm-season grasses. The
cool-season grasses show a marked
early spring response to the application of nitrogen fertilizer, even
on soils high in total nitrogen, because of the lack of available nitrogen from nitrification under the
low soil temperatures that exist.
Later on in the season, warm-season

the supply of soil moisture, the efficiency of use of both moisture
and fertilizer would be increased.

grazing

Year

grasses will provide much of the
forage needed for livestock use.
Even though moisture is limited in
the northern Plains, there is generally sufficient moisture in the early
spring for plants to be able to take
advantage of nitrogen that is applied artificially. Studies at Mandan have shown that, even after 32
years of heavy grazing, the total
soil nitrogen under native grass
has not been reduced below that in
non-grazed areas or in moderately
grazed pastures. Production, especially in the early part of the growing season, appears to be influenced
primarily
by available nitrogen
and available soil moisture.
It has been demonstrated that
the use of fertilizers can be economically profitable in the west on
mountain meadows, sub-irrigated
meadows, on irrigated pastures,
and on seeded pastures of coolseason grasses. Full scale research
would now seem justified on the
problem of increased production of
native range land. The meager information available is not overwhelming evidence in favor of the
use of fertilizer, but it does indicate great possibilities. If the fertility level can be balanced with
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Nitrogen fertilizer can be used
along with other range management methods as an effective tool
in range improvement. Many of the
present-day management methods
have been designed to maintain the
production of range land. Fertilizer use points up the possibilities
of increased production.
Because
of the vast size of the Northern
Plains, even a small increase in
production per unit of area would
amount to great economic value to
the area as a whole. Many other
advantages could well accrue from
the use of commercial nitrogen, including a longer grazing period,
better distribution
of livestock
over the range, and the maintenance of a better ecological complex of species.
Results of this study indicate’ a
great potential for more efficient
range production and increased returns per acre by the proper use
of range fertilization in the Northern Great Plains, where the major
portion of the land is in grass.

Summasy
The effects on native range production from the annual application of two rates of nitrogen
compared to no nitrogen
on a
heavily and moderately
grazed
pasture were studied for a period
of six years at the U. S. Northern
Great Plains Field Station.
On the heavily grazed pasture,
90 pounds of nitrogen per acre
applied annually
produced an

Table 5. Percentage
crude protein of the herbage harvested
from plots in a
heavily grazed and moderately
grazed pasture felrtilized annually with two rates
od nitrogen compared
to no fertilization.
Heavily
Pounds
Year
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
Average

grazed
nitrogen

pasture
per acre

Moderately
Pounds

grazed

nitrogen

pasture
per acre

0

30

90

0

30

90

7.56
6.25
7.88
7.44
7.56
7.34

7.56
6.31
7.38
6.75
7.75
7.15

9.31
7.19
8.25
9.19
10.00
8.79

7.38
6.50
7.38
7.00
7.38
7.13

7.44
6.44
6.63
6.56
6.75
6.76

9.44
9.06
8.44
8.06
9.69
8.94
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average of 2271 pounds of dry forage per acre compared to 1326 and
748 pounds, respectively, for 30
pound and no nitrogen treatments.
On the moderately grazed pasture,
90 pounds of nitrogen, 30 pounds
of nitrogen, and no nitrogen produced 2007, 1314, and 656 pounds
per acre, respectively.
The increase in yield resulting
from nitrogen fertilization was due
primarily to the increase in western wheatgrass. This grass showed
a marked response because of the
readily available nitrogen in the
early spring, when low soil temperatures did not permit a rapid
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rate of natural nitrification, and
because of its cool-season growth
habits.
A greater return in pounds of
hay produced per pound of nitrogen applied was obtained from the
30 pound rate than from the 90
pound rate.
Two years of fertilization of a
heavily grazed pasture at the 90
pound rate of nitrogen did more
to improve range condition and
production than six years of complete isolation from grazing.
The crude protein level in the
herbage was higher every year
from the plots receiving 90 pounds

Problems of Population Pressure Upon
the Desert Range
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Mission.

You are not alone in the desert
most anywhere in the Arab world.
It appears to be devoid of human
or animal life of any kind. You
stop to eat lunch or to change a
tire, or perhaps only to study a
closely-browsed
shrub.
After
a
few moments your eye is attracted
by a moving object. You glance
UP. A man has materialized from
somewhere and is approaching. It
happens every time! And soon you
begin to realize how crowded the
desert is-considering
its meager
resources for sustaining human
life. You begin to appreciate how
direct is the ratio of human misery
to animal starvation, and you come
to grips with the Number Ooze
I Problem-How
can you undertake
a range management
program,
which invariably
requires relief
from grazing pressure, under conditions like these?
Problems

are Manifold

But this is not all of the problem. You find that a fuel-wood

and Water

Resources,

United

to Libya

supply must also be drawn from
this overgrazed range, not only for
the desert-dwellers,
but usually
for the nearby towns and villages
as well. The trees and taller shrubs
have likely long since disappeared
in this quest for fuel. So, within
walking distance of villages or
desert camping places you find the
women and girls obtaining fuel by
pulling up small shrubs or weeds,
or even digging out the roots of
perennial grasses and shrubs, as
that is the last remaining source.
Thus humans are competing directly with camels, sheep, and goats in
utilizing the dwindling cover of
shrubs and brush.
There is yet another problem.
The desert-dweller, having practically no cash income,. must raise
his own cereals somewhere out
on the desert range. The wadis
(drainage bottoms) are the best
place, naturally, but there are not
enough of these to go around to
all. So the marginal and sub-marginal soil types are plowed and put

of nitrogen than from the check
plots but was lower in some years
in the plots receiving 30 pounds
of nitrogen because of a dilution
effect.
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into grain, with the bad results
that we all know so well. A national range authority in one of
the neighboring countries to Libya
said that he was sure that over the
long haul, cereal production in the
deserts of his country was a losing
business-both
to the people and to
the soil.
What effect has all this on the
soil-erosion problem ? Any good
conservationist reading these lines
has already formed a picture in his
mind of the destructive erosion
that is inevitably going on. At
first I consoled my own mind as
best I could with the thought that
erosion must have reached its maximum rate a long time ago, and at
least couldn’t increase much faster.
I was wrong. In Libya erosion
has definitely accelerated
over
the past 25 years. We have proof
of it. It’s due to population pressure on the range resource. I’ve
traveled enough in some of the
neighboring countries to know that
the same thing is true there too.
Can the Problem be Solved?
To summarize our problem: In
the face of increasing population
pressure we must sustain forage
production, fuelwood production,
and cereal production and yet improve ranges that likely have been
declining in productivity for ages
and are still doing so. Is the problem insuperable?
Yes, if left to
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Yes, if left to

POPULATION
the range specialist alone. No, if
all agricultural
and industrial
specialists of a country join with
the range specialists to turn the
tide.
Where do the industrial specialists come into the picture?
They
must create jobs in new industries
and train workmen so that industry can absorb some of the overpopulation on the range.
Foresters+ Can Help
For a solution to the fuelwood
production part of our range problem we must turn to our old coworkers, the foresters. No doubt in
their own programs they can take
over the job of providing from improved forest reserves major fuelwood supplies for the larger towns
and villages. However, it may take
a bit of urging on the part of the
range specialists to get the foresters to come down into the desert
scrub country and help set up
community-group
f uelwood
production areas. Rural society anywhere is always much better organized than meets the eye. The rural
organizations
of the desert will
likely be found adequate to manage
fuelwood
production
areas with
help from the central government.
There are tree species, such as the
acacias, that grow surprisingly fast
in arid climates.
Agricultural Programs
Land classification is needed to
locate the suitable dryland cereal
production
areas.
Agricultural
programs must then be geared towards the goal of full productivity
from such areas.
Long ago the Romans proved
that sites can be artificially made
suitable for cereal production by
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surf ace water conservation methods. The remains of their old rockdike waterspreading systems and
the rock houses that sheltered the
people are still common sights
along many a desert wadi that now
supports only a few migratory
Bedouins. It is amazing how widespread was this system of agriculture and how completely it has
been forgotten ! Reintroduction of
this technic is proving a great boon
to desert peoples.
New irrigation developments
from ground water supplies and
perennial streams is one of the
main hopes for taking animal and
human pressure off the grazing
lands. Arid and semi-arid areas
also need irrigation
projects to
carry the breeding herds through
the inevitable periods of drought.
In some countries where no such
reserves
are available,
when
drought
disaster strikes, death
losses among livestock may reach
as high as 80 percent in the worst
affected areas. Droughts are frequent.
The livestock specialists play a
vital role in helping to breed up
better animals and in improving
disease and insect control programs, so as to keep the animals in
better health. I am reminded, however, that General Omar Draz,
formerly chief veterinarian of the
Egyptian Army, reported that he
quickly discovered that the best
preventive of sickness and insect
infestation among the army camels
was plenty of forage to eat.
The Bedouins follow the rain
clouds with their herds, traveling
hundreds of miles in the great freegrazing, give-and-take of the Arab
world.
Even national boundary

National Committee

lines are ignored in this search for
grass. Effective range management
is impossible under such a system
because controls cannot be set up.
This whole pattern of uncontrolled grazing in the countries of
the Middle East and North Africa
should be altered, but it is deeply
intrenched, and can be changed
Land ownership
only gradually.
titles, usually vague and often indefinite, will have to be put on a
firmer basis. These problems call
for assistance from the legislators
and political leaders.
Teamwork

Needed

All of the foregoing leads up to
my main and concluding pointthat in the Middle East and North
Africa range management is difficult and requires the close teamwork of many types of specialists.
It may possibly be one of the very
last agricultural
programs to
achieve success, because in so many
cases it cannot be undertaken until
the other programs relieve the pressure on the range.
In the meantime the range specialists must exercise astute judgpatience.
ment and unflagging
They must “spar around for an
opening” here and there to get
small and large range management
demonstration
areas successfully
launched as a necessary preliminary to the main event. And they
must push along with the range
extension
program-particularly
with local agricultural leaders. The
goal of attainment, though difficult
to reach, is well worth the effort,
for in most of the countries mentioned the grazing resource will
likely be called upon to sustain
in perpetuity a goodly portion of
the human population.

Notes

DR. R. T. CLARK, Denver, has replaced MR. A. L. BAKER on the Range
Research Methods Committee. C. WAYNE COOK,TJtah State, is chairman
of the committee.
PAT MCILVAIN, Woodward, Okla., is working on the program for the
12th Annual Meeting of the Society, which will be held at Tulsa, Okla.,
in January 1959.
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The general reduction of browse
forage upon game ranges in recent
years due to high concentrations
of game animals has impaired the
carrying
capacity of many winter
ranges.
Game herd reductions,
especially if accompanied
by mild
winters,
may be sufficient to restore
many
of
these
impaired
ranges to a satisfactory
state of
productivity.
In other eases more
direct measures may be required.
Artificial
re-establishment
of desirable
species will doubtless
be
necessary
to renovate
the mope
seriously damaged areas.
The preferences of game animals
for different forage species do not
provide an adequate basis for the
selection of plants to be used in
revegetation.
Knowledge
of the
nutritive
values of browse plants
will aid in selecting superior winter forage, provided that the more
nutritious
plants are equally well
suited to revegetation
procedures.
These considerations
led to digestion
studies
of
native
forages.
Some results were reported earlier
(Smith,
1952).
These data complete the digestion studies thus far
conducted.
Procedures
The deer were confined to specially
designed
digestion
cages
(Smith, 1950a and 1952).
The forage offered was collected from the
range and brought to the feeding
site where, by means of hand elippen, the buds and current twig
grorvth were removed.
This procedure, though laborious, permitted
more accurate
determinations
of
forage consumption
and aided in
securing representative
samples for
chemical analyses.

The
chemical
determinations
were made by chemists in the nutrition laboratory at Utah State Agricultural college.
Methods of feed
fractionation
and analysis common
to digestion trials were employed.
Plants
tested were birehleaf
(Cercocarpus
monmahogany
tanus),
cliffrose
(Cowania
standburiana),
chokecherry
(Prwm.s
virginia
var.
melanocarpa),
and
oak (Quercus gambelii).
Two additional tests were made on Utah
juniper (Juniperus
ufahensis)
An
attempt
was made
to conduct
trials using sumac (Rhus glabra)
but the deer refused to eat it. No
explanation could be found for this
behavior for it is observed to be
eaten by deer in the wild.
The animals used varied in age
from fawns to mature animals and

exhibited various degrees of domesticity. Some had been raised as pets
and were fairly
tractable
under
handling.
Others had been caught
.n the wild and had been kept in the
pens for varying periods prior to
being used. In general, the wilder
animals, although being more troublesome to put into and remove
from
the cages, behaved
better
under
confinement
provided
the
cages were darkened. If it was possible for them to see through openings in the cage walls they became
disturbed
during
the process
of
feeding
and collection
of the excreta. By contrast,
animals
that
were raised as pets, on the approach
of anyone,
kept up a continual
bleating and pacing within the confines of the cage and, in general, accepted the poorer forage
species
less readily.
In no ease was an
animal trapped from the wild and
immediately
placed in a cage.
Results
The
average
composition
and
digestion values secured are shown
in Table 1. The digestibility
eoeffieients are lower than comparable
figures
for most ordinary
stock
feds,
and IOVYY than those found
in the ease of sagebrush (nrfemisia

NUTRITIVE
Table 1.

Average

No. of
tests

VALUE

OF BROWSE

PLANTS
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percent; composition and digestibility of some’ native browse prlantsduring winter.

Protein

Composition
Ether
Crude
fiber
extract

Nitrogen-free
extract

Protein

Digestion
Ether
extract

Coefficients
Crude
fiber

Nitrogen-free
extract

%

%

Juniper*
Birchleaf

4

6.2

14.1

24.9

50.3

16.8

58.9

33.7

70.4

mahogany
Clifl’rose
Chokecherry
Gambel oak

4
5
4
5

7.2
8.4
9.9
5.4

4.5
10.8
2.4
3.2

34.7
23.0
29.1
34.0

52.1
52.6
53.6
51.0

48.5
39.8
48.4
10.7

37.6
47.7
23.3
38.4

31.8
4.4
8.8
16.6

60.0
59.4
56.1
53.6

*Includes

data from

two tests

reported

trident&a) and curlleaf mahogany
(Cercocarpus
ledifolius).
Especially low digestion values were
secured for protein in juniper and
oak, and for crude fiber in cliffrose
and chokecherry.
Table 2 shows the digestible
nutrients present in all the browse
plants tested in these and earlier
trials. Some common livestock
feeds were selected from Morrison
(1943) and their nutritive values
included in order to provide a basis
for comparison with the forages
tested. It is not possible in all
cases to find livestock feeds which
have closely similar
values. It
would appear from these comparisons that the browse plants tested
are but fair to poor roughages. The
best of them might be considered
to be acceptable maintenance rations. The poorer ones are perhaps
not adequate maintenance forages.
Only sagebrush and curlleaf
mahogany appear to be reasonably
nutritious forages.
Juniper and
oak have especially low nutritive
values in the case of protein.
Chokecherry provided few digestible nutrients from the ether-extract or the crude-fiber fractions.
Even fewer nutrients were provided by the crude fiber in cliffrose.
Admittedly,
there may be a
source of error in the data secured.
Many of the plants are high in
ether extract, part of which is
probably composed of volatile oils.
These oils disappear from the plant
residues during the process of digestion but may not be assimilated
by the animal. Ordinary digestion
calculations make feeds appear to
be more valuable than they actually
are when unutilized materials are

earlier

%

(Smith

1952).

present in the ether extract fraction. Were it possible to correct
for the materials not utilized by
the animal nor appearing in the
collected waste products, the balance between protein and other
fractions would be improved. The
wide nutrient ratios shown here
may not in actuality exist. Juniper
and sagebrush es p ec i ally might
prove to be much lower in total
nutrients than these data indicate.
Some idea of the magnitude of this
error can be secured in the case of
juniper. Previous tests have shown
Table 2.

that the volatile oil content of
Utah juniper averaged 2.10 percent (Smith, 1950). This amounts
to 15 percent of the ether extract
fraction or approximately 4 percent of the total nutrients. Disregarding this portion under the assumption that it contributes nothing to the animal would reduce
the total digestible nutrients to
60.8 rather than 63.5 as here calculated.
No attempt was made to obviate
this source of error in the earlier
tests. In some of the last tests

Digestible nutrients in pounds per hundred pounds (oven dry) of browse
plants compared with nutrients in some common livestock
feeds.

Protein
Sagebrush
Common millet

Ether
extract

Ether
extract
x 2.25

Crude
fiber

Nitrogenfree
extract

Total
digestible
nutrients

Nutri
tive
ratio

7.3
8.2

8.8

19.8

10.0

41.0

78.1
68.9

1: 9.7
1: 7.4

Curlleaf mahogany**
Timothy hay
(before bloom)

6.0
6.3

4.0

9.0

6.9

43.6

65.5
56.6

1: 9.9
1: 8.0

Juniper
Milo stover

1.0
1.2

8.3

18.7

8.4

35.4

63.5
53.6

1:62.5
1:43.4

Birchleaf
mahogany
Field pea straw

3.5
3.5

1.7

3.8

11.0

31.3

- 49.6
57.4

1:13.2
1:15.2

Cliffrose
Sudangrass

3.3
3.6

5.2

11.7

1.0

31.2

straw

47.2
49.3

1:13.3
1: 12.5

Bitterbrush**
Bunchgrass
hay

2.7
2.9

3.0

6.8

5.8

29.6

44.9
53.1

1:15.6
1:17.0

Chokecherry
Alfalfa
straw

4.8
4.9

0.6

1.4

2.6

30.1

38.9
46.0

1: 7.1
1: 8.4

Oak
Corn husks

0.6
0.5

1.2

2.7

5.6

27.3

36.2
45.7

1:59.3
1:86.3

* Nutrient

hay

data on common

feeds

from Morrison

(1943).

** The values reported for curlleaf mahogany and bitterbrush
differ slightly from
those reported earlier (Smith, 1952) since they were first reported on an air
dry basis.
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energy determinations of the forages were made, but due to misunderstanding
between the persons making the collections and the
chemists, it was possible to complete calculations
on only five
tests. Two sets of data for oak
showed 1.14 and 0.83 Calories of
metabolizable energy per gram of
food material consumed. In two
tests cliffrose gave values of 1.64
and 1.06 Calories per gram, and in
a single test chokecherry gave a
value of 1.14 Calories per gram.
These values compare with metabolizable energy values of 1.64
and 1.26 Calories per gram for
timothy hay and wheat straw respectively.
Attempts to use specific gravity
values of the urine from these
tests, to calculate metabolizable energy values for the digestion tests
of the same species made earlier,
yielded results so variable that
they were regarded as valueless.
These results were not unexpected,
for it had been observed that the
urine output and its apparent density varied tremendously
among
individual animals while on the
same feed. The meager data secured do not, however, indicate
that the comparative nutritive ratings of these three species secured
from digestion trials is unfair.
Moreover, the basis for determining any measure of energy production involves the assumption that
the loss of energy through gaseous discharge is the same as it is
with domestic animals on common
livestock feeds.
It is doubtful,
therefore, that greater precision
results from attempts to determine
energy values of such forages as
were tested so long as no respiration chamber data exist for plant
materials of similar kinds.
It must further be recognized
that feed values other than diges-
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tible nutrients are not here considered. Vitamin contents, for example, of living plant materials
are very likely superior to the dried
forages to which comparisons are
made.
Two of the plants reported, bitterbrush and sagebrush, have been
used in digestion trials in California (Bissell, et al., 1955). The
results secured there gave lower
TDN values in the case of sagebrush and higher values for bitterbrush than have been found by us.
No clear reasons for the differences
found appear, although it may be
noted that the level of intake of
sagebrush achieved by us was more
than twice that secured by Bissell
-1.32
lbs. per hundred weight as
compared to 0.6. Moreover, our
own figures are supported by digestion values secured from sheep
(Smith, Turner, and Harris, 1956).
By contrast, less bitterbrush was
consumed in our trials than in the
California
trials, a fact which
may have influenced the values
secured.
slun.maory
Birchleaf mahogany,
cliffrose,
chokecherry, and oak were used as
feeds in conducting digestion trials
with mule deer. The digestion
coefficients secured were somewhat
lower than those found for sagebrush and curlleaf mahogany in
earlier tests.
Calculations of the total digestible nutrients reveal that the nutritive levels of the range plants
tested are from fair to poor during
the winter months, when the tests
were made. However, the apparent
nutritive contents of these plants
may differ from their actual values
due to the volatile oil contents of
the plants tested. The oil contents
are known to be high in juniper
and may possibly be so in other

species. Digestion calculations
have the characteristic of attributing values to the volatile oil fractions which are probably not utilized.
An attempt was made to avoid
the error involved from this source
by making energy determinations
of the materials tested. Through
misunderstanding, only five sets of
energy data were secured involving but three of the species tested.
The data thus secured, though
meager, do not indicate that energy determinations of the feeds
and by-products provide a more
critical measure of nutrient value
than total digestible
nutrients
based, as they are, upon the use of
average values secured from quite
dissimilar feeds and with domestic
animals.
Two of the plants tested have
been subjected to similar tests in
California.
In the case of sagebrush our values are higher, and
with bitterbrush, lower, than were
secured by the investigators there.
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Encroachment of Big Sagebrush on Seeded
Range in Northeastern Nevada
NEIL C. FBISCHKNECHT
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Possibilities for increasing forage production on depleted range
lands overgrown with big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) have
been successfully demonstrated in
many places. The proved formula
includes brush removal and seeding adapted grasses. The introduced, dought-tolerant
wheatgrasses (crested wheatgrass, Agropyron desertorum, formerly known
commonly as the “Standard variety” and now sometimes called
desert wheatgrass,
and crested
wheatgrass, A. cristatum, formerly
known
commonly
as “Fairway
strain”) have been used more than
native grasses for this purpose.
They are generally better seed producers, easier to establish, and
will tolerate as much or more grazing than native bunchgrasses found
in the sagebrush zone. The native
bunchgrasses
have disappeared,
wholly or in part, over extensive
acres as a result of past heavy grazing, thereby allowing increase of
brush. The question arises as to
how long crested wheatgrass will
persist under grazing, and to what
extent it can prevent sagebrush and
other undesirable
species from
reinvading.
This paper provides
information
on these important
points from an 825-acre planting
in typical sagebrush land in Ruby
Valley, Nevada.
Prior to treatment of the experimental plots in 1944, big sagebrush averaged 20 plants, 18 to 48
inches in height, plus 60 seedlings,
per 100 square feet of area. Other
vegetation in order of abundance
included Sandberg bluegrass (Poa
iecunda),
Douglas rabbitbrush
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(Chrysothamnus
viscidifiorus),
squirreltail
(Sitanion
hystrix;),
tailcup lupine (Lupinus caudatus) ,
hoary phlox (Phlox hoodii canestens), little larkspur (Delphinium
andersoni), Indian ricegrass (Oryxopsis hymenoides),
arrowleaf
balsamroot
(Balsamorhixa
sagittata), Great Basin wildrye (Elymus cinereub), and trace amounts
of a few other species. Grasses occupied only 1 of every 220 square
feet of area, or less than one-half of
1 percent of the ground surface.
Considering big sagebrush to be
10 percent palatable, the annual
grazing capacity was judged to be
40 to 50 animal months for the 825
acres, but one experienced range
man voiced his opinion that “one
cow would starve on the entire
area.” One stockman would not
risk grazing the area because of
larkspur.
The area was made available for
experimental seeding and demonstrations in 1944 by cooperative
agreements
between the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, private ranchers,
Bureau of Land Management, and
Humboldt National Forest. A major point of interest was to demonstrate on a large scale the feasibility of removing sagebrush and
seeding rangeland to provide suitable spring forage for cattle, and
thereby relieve early grazing use
on certain nearby allotments of
the Humboldt Forest. An average
annual precipitation
of approximately 12 inches and a sandy clay
loam soil of average fertility, at
an elevation of 5,800 feet, favored
success.
165
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Four main brush-removal and
seeding treatments were applied to
the area : (1) 500 acres of big
sagebrush were wheatland-plowed
in July and August and drilled in
October, 1944, at the rate of 7.8
pounds per acre ; (2) 60 acres of
large, brittle brush were doublerailed in July and drilled similarly
in October, for comparison with
plowing;
(3)
210 acres were
plowed and broadcast-seeded simultaneously, in October and early
November, at the rate of 12 pounds
per acre; and (4) 55 acres, untreated in 1944, were plowed and
broadcast-seeded in May, 1945.
Commercial crested wheatgrass,
including both A. desertorum and
R. cristatu,m, was seeded over most
of the area. Crested wheatgrass
was seeded also, with smooth brome
(Bromus
inermis)
and western
yron smith&i),
wheatgrass ( Agrop
on 28 acres of poorly drained land
that supported a dense stand of
rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus)
and greasewood
(Sarcobatus vermiculatus),
with
some saltgrass (Distichlk stricta),
prior to treatment. Four other species, beardless bluebunch wheatgrass (A. inerme) , Nevada bluegrass (Poa nevadensis) , big bluegrass (P. ampla) , and blue wildrye
(Elymus
glaucus) , were seeded
singly on small plots of one-half to
one acre, and a mixture of the latter
three was planted on a 4-acre plot.
A year following plowing, western
wheatgrass,
intermediate
wheatgrass (A. intermedium),
and Russian wildrye (E. junceus)
were
drilled separately on a narrow 4acre strip that missed being seeded.
Favorable growing conditions in
the spring and summer of 1945 resulted in an excellent stand of
grass seedlings. An abundance of
new sagebrush seedlings occurred
also, along with some old, surviving plants. Young grass and brush
grew undisturbed by livestock for
the first year and up to the fall of
the second growing season, when
light grazing by cattle was permitted. At that time, in 1947, an
average yield of 1,100 pounds of
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air-dry crested wheatgrass forage
per acre was recorded, along with
an average of one old surviving
sagebrush plant per 37 square feet
and one sagebrush seedling per 13
square feet (Hurd, 1949).

Grazing Use
Regular spring grazing began in
1947 after the seeded area, which
was about 21,.$ miles long by onehalf mile wide, had been divided
into three pastures of 245, 400,
and 180 acres from north to south,
respectively.
It was intended to
graze the north pasture heaviest,
but due to water shortages in the
north and sometimes middle pastures, gates were left open, and
this was achieved only in 1947,
when utilization there averaged 55
percent, compared to 35 percent in
the middle and 30 percent in the
south pastures. Such light grazing left many ungrazed plants in
all pastures, some of which went
ungrazed in succeeding years, developing into “wolf” plants having
an accumulation of old stalks. Ungrazed plants were reduced materially in the summer of 1948,
when unauthorized use following
the regular
grazing season increased utilization to an average
of 85 percent in all pastures. Again
in 1949 utilization was heavy in
the south and middle pastures,
averaging 86 and 82 percent, respectively, compared to a more
moderate 65 percent in the north
pasture. Since then estimated average utilization has varied between
50 and 85 percent, but it has been
consistently heaviest in the south
pasture, with the north pasture
being grazed least.
Approximately 400 head of cows
with calves have grazed this area
for about 3 weeks each spring-the
equivalent of 272 animal months
annually.
Cattle entered on the
date they would otherwise have
entered the Humboldt
National
Forest, usually around May 20,
which provided relief on the earlyseason mountain range.
Crested wheatgrass was usually
approaching heading by May 20,
with sufficient forage to carry the
large herd of cattle for the period
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indicated. Although other studies
(Williams and Post, 1945 ; Barnes
and Nelson, 1950 ; Frischknecht,
et al., 1953 ; Bleak and Plummer,
1954) have shown that highest
animal gains on crested wheatgrass
can be expected when grazing
begins early, the cattle appeared
to do well on these pastures.

Brush-Grass Status in 1954
In 1954 three transects, of 94
plots each, were run lengthwise
through the area so as to cross all
pastures : one near the east end,
farthest from water, where use
was lightest ; one near the west end,
closest to water, where use was
heaviest; and one through the center, intermediate in use and distance from water. Plots were
spaced 150 feet apart along the
transects. These were supplemented
with additional plots where further information was desired, so
that all the major preparatory
treatment
areas were sampled.
Brush data were obtained from
lOO-square-foot plots, with grass
data being taken on the center onetenth for more refined measurement. An adaptation of the squarefoot density method (Stewart and
Hutchings, 1937) was employed
in obtaining grass basal area, and
yield was *obtained by the weightestimate technique of Frischknecht
and Plummer (1949).
After considerable practice in
cutting sagebrush plants of different sizes and counting
annual
rings, it was fairly easy to divide
them into age classes by inspection,
Table

1.

Numbers

-.

as follows : (1) plants less than 3
years old, referred to as “seedlings”; (2) plants 3 to 7 years old
that had invaded between 1947 and
1952; (3) plants 8 to 10 years old
that would have been classified as
seedlings in the 19’47 survey (most
plants in this class were in their
tenth growing season in 1954, showing that they originated in 1945
following brush removal) ; and (4)
old plants that survived treatment.
If the age of any plant was questioned, the plant was cut and the
annual rings counted.
Numbers of sagebrush plants by
age classes are shown in Table 1,
along with corresponding
grass
data. Grass data from many of the
same plots are included in more
than one brush class, where sagebrush plants of different age classes
occurred on the same plot. Averages, however, show relations between certain characteristics of the
grass and brush invasion.
The average basal area of crested
wheatgrass encompassed 13.2 percent of the ground surface, but
only 10.4 percent was occupied by
live basal area; dead plant centers
over 11/g inches in diameter made
up the difference. An average of
181 crested wheatgrass plants per
100 square feet accounted for this
average basal area. Grass wolf
plants averaged 8.4 plants per 100
square feet, and small plants having less than a l-inch crown diameter averaged 1.2 plants per 100
square feet.
Brush plants that invaded after
the grass became established are

of big sagebrush plants by age clslses and their
crested wheatgrms on 282 plots in 1954.
Age
Less than

3

class

of brush

relation

to

(years)

3 to 7

8 to 10

Old

447

24

1,228

379

3.0

8.5

8.9

10.6

11.2

9.9

13.3

13.6

7.8

7.6

10.4

10.8

248

296

308

321

Big sagebrush
Total
Crested

brush plants
wheatgrass

in class

Number of grass wolf plants
per 100 square feet
Basal-area encompassed by grass
(Percent ground cover)
Live basal-area of grass
(Percent ground cover)
Yield of crested wheatgrass
(Pbunds per acre, air-dry)

ENCROACHMENT
represented in the two younger age
classes. These account for a little
more than one-fifth of all sagebrush
plants tallied.
However,
plants
under 3 years of age were about 20
times more numerous than plants
3 to 7 years of age, showing that
brush invasion has recently accelerated. Both age classes were localized on plots where the average
basal area encompassed by grass
was considerably less than the allplot average of 13.2 percent. Notably, plots with brush seedlings
had the highest percentage of dead
basal area of grass, the lowest
grass yield, and the fewer wolf
plants, suggesting
that recent
rapid sagebrush invasion is related
to heavy use of crested wheatgrass.
It is significant also that these
seedling plants occurred on only
15.6 percent of the plots, principally on the west transect, and
more particularly in the south and
middle pastures, where use had
been heaviest.
Evidences of decreased use from
the south to north pastures and
from west to east were a decrease
in the proportions of grass plants
having dead centers, and an increase in the number of grass wolf
plants. Thus, in the south, middle,
and north pastures, plants having
dead centers over 11/z inches in diameter amounted to 35, 29, and 23
percent of the total plants examined, and there were 4.2, 7.9,
and 12.8 wolf plants per 100 square
feet, respectively. Similarly, 41, 24,
and 21 percent of the plants in the
west, middle and east transects
had dead centers, and there were
4.5, 9.7, and 11.5 wolf plants per
100 square feet, respectively.
It
was reported in Utah that wolf
plants increased greatly under 50
percent
utilization,
decreased
slightly under 65 percent utilization, and almost disappeared under
80 percent utilization of crested
wheatgrass over a 4-year period
(Frischknecht, et al., 1953).
The low precipitation from January 1 through May, 1954, which
was barely one-half of average, accounts partly for the relatively low
yields of crested wheatgrass in
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Table 2. A comparison of sagebrush plants present in both 1947 and 1954 by age
class and in.itia.J ground treatment.
Old plants

1954. It is recognized, too, that
grass yields tend to decline to
levels somewhat lower that the high
peaks reached in the first few
years following seeding ; general
declines in yields of crested wheatgrass with age were noted by
Barnes and Nelson (1950) and
Bleak and Plummer (1954).
Only 24 of the total 2,078 brush
plants were tallied in the 3- to
7-year age class, and they occurred
on 4.6 percent of the plots. It
would be difficult, if not impossible,
to ascertain grass conditions during the period when these brush
plants became established, but it
is doubtful
whether effects of
heavy grazing had yet become pronounced.
Apparently,
crested
wheatgrass largely excluded sagebrush established during this period, except where openings between grass plants were larger
than usual. Observations elsewhere
in the Intermountain region indicate that sagebrush seedlings can
usually be found in the spring,
wherever a seed source is present,
but their chances for survival are
much less in a full, vigorous stand
of grass than where the stand is
thin at the outset (Blaisdell, 1949))
or weakened by too heavy use
(Frischknecht
and Plummer,
1955).
Approximately three-fifths of the
sagebrush plants tallied on the
plots were in the 8- to lo-year ,class,
having become established simul-

sur-

Plants invading
with grass

taneously with grass. They were
found on 87 percent of the plots,
well distributed
over the area.
Plowing had prepared a good seedbed for young brush as well as
young grass, and the two developed
together. As would be expected
for this large representation of
plots, numbers of wolf plants, basal
area, and yield of crested wheatgrass approximated
averages for
the area as a whole .
Old, surviving
sagebrush accounted for nearly another fifth
of the total sagebrush plants in
1954. These, too, were well distributed over the area, occurring
on 61 percent of the plots. These
old survivors are probably the parents of many brush plants in the
other classes. There were a few
more crested wheatgrass
wolf
plants than average on these plots,
and grass basal area and yield were
a little higher than averages for the
area as a whole.
Sagebrush plants in the latter
two age classes were the only
plants present in both 1947 and
1954. Table 2, relating numbers of
sagebrush in both years to preparatory treatment, shows that reductions occurred in plant numbers of
both age classes over the 7-year period. The one exception was the
spring-plowed
area, where more
8- to lo-year-old brush plants occurred in 1954 than had been seedlings in 1947, an increase that could
be due to sampling error. The
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main point is that plant numbers
did not dwxease
here as on the
other areas. That there were only
70 percent as many crested wheatgrass plants prr arrr on this area
as on the others may have been a
contributing
factor.
It appeared
that sagebrush plants of the 8. to
lO.yrar class tended to stabilize at
a constant number, brtwem 4 and
5 plants prr 100 square fert.
Asid? from this exception, arras
having thP moat brush plants in
1947 had the most brush plants in
1954. It is noteworthy
that more
brush plants were found
on the
railed area than on the comparable
plowd
area as late as 10 years
after treatment. This was true both
for plants that survived treatment
and those that invaded
shortly
after treatment.
It is noteworthy,
also, that the area plowed in thP
fall. and especially the area plowed
in late fall, contained more brush
plants that invadrd shortly after
treatment
than the area plowd
the previous summer or the area
plowed the following spring. These
findings
are in agreement
with
those of Bleak and Miller (1955)
who found that late fall plowing
rrsultcd
in more sagebrush
serdlings the following
spring
than
plowing done rarlirr before brush
wed approached maturity. Another
possible seed sours for somr of the
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many brush plants on the late-fall
treated area was the adjacent,
55.
acre tract that vi-as not, treated
until the spring of 1945.

Performances
of the other seeded
grassrs demonstrate
the outstanding superiority
of crested vhratgrass on the area. The mixture of
blue m+ldrye, big bluegrass,
and
,Yrvada bluegrass produced
an excellent, stand at the outset (Fig.
1. Left).
However.
nnmbrrs
of
plants as ml1 RS yields of these
spwirs have been drcreasing
since
1947,
both
w&-r
grazing
and
where protected.
Few plants of
these sprcies remainrd in 1954, and
saypbrnsh is rrorcupying
the arm
(Fig. 1. Righf).
Aluebnnch
wheatgrass,
drilled
on a ~/2-acre plot, has received
heavier USC than nearby
crested
whcatgrnss.
This is in contrast to
some observations
elsewhere in the
Intermountain
region. It probably
rrsults from the late spring grazing, since palatability
of crested
whatgrass
declines
greatly
as it
approaches
matnrity.
Even where
bluebunch
whratgraas
had maintained a good stand, plant vigor
WRR poor and forage
production
lmn than that of crested wheatgrass in 1954. Rig sagebrush has

encroached
more on both grazed
and protected
plots of bluebunch
whmtprass than on adjoining plots
of crested wheatgrass.
Drillings of intermediate
wheatgrass, western
wheatgrass,
and
Russian wildrye into a dense stand
of annuals in the fall of 1!745 produced poor stands.
The adverse
initial factors from planting a pear
after plowing make this an unfair
test, but even if good initial stands
had been obtained, it is doubtful
whether these species would have
surpassed
crested
wheatgrass
on
this site over the 10.year period.
Rubber rabbitbrush,
greasewood,
and saltgrass again dominate the
areas of heavier soil which had
bern
planted
to R mixture
of
crested wheatgrass, western wheatgrass, and smooth brome. The latter two species have almost disappeared
and
crested
wheatgrass
plants are small, occurring
mainly
where protected
by rabbitbrush.
Experimce
rlwwhere indicates that
Russian wildrye and possibly tall
would
wheatgrass
(A. elongatum)
have been better suited
to this
partirular
area of heavy soil having a high water table part of the
year.
Other

Native

Species

in 1954

Douglas rabbitbrush,
the second
most abnndant brush species, aver-
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aged 4.5 plants per 100 square feet
over the area in 1954. The comparative number prior to treatment is
unknown, but it is doubtful whether this spmies has drcrrased
in
abundance
becausr
of trzatment,
and possibly it has incrraned, judging from the numbers of rrlatirrly
small plants.
Sandberg bluegrass was the most
abundant native herbnceons species
in 1954, as it was prior to treatment. Much of this grass ~~l-asundouhtedly
killed b:- plowing,
but
new plants came from seed on the
ground in the favorable
spring of
1945 “P have increawd
since.
All “thrr species previously listed as being present prior to treatment were present in 1954, most
of tbcm being somewhat less comm”,,.
Larkspur
appeared
to be
markedly
less abundant
in 1954.
In contrast, hoary phlox appeared
to have
increased
considerably
since the area was plowed
and
serded.
This species
was found
generally
over the area in 1954;
either it was not killed by plowing
“P it has reinvadrd.
The introduced
poisonous weed.
Hnloyefon glomeratss,
was first observed inside the area in 1951 and
was thick on disturbed and barren
spots in the west ends of the south
and middle pastures by 1954 (Fig.
2). It was confined to ridgetops,
along
roads,
near
gates,
salt
grounds,
and on rodent diggings
where crested wheatgrass
stands
were thin and most heavily grazed.
Halogeton
was not found where
crested wheatgrass xm thrifty and
formed a full stand.
summary
Survey
of an 825.acre
grazed
crested
wheatgrass
planting
in
Ruby
Valley,
Nevada,
10 years
after treatment showed that slightly more than one-fifth of the present total big sagebrnsh plants invaded
after
the
grass
hecame
established.
Of these, plants less
than 3 years of age mere about 20
times as numerous as plants 3 to
7 years of age, indicating
that
brush invasion
has accelerated.
These youngest plants were local-
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izrd on 15.6 ocreent of the ulots
where grazing use had been consistently heavy.
The wry few brush plants in the
3. to ‘i-year agr class were confined to 4.6 pcrecnt
of the plots
with thinner than awrage
stands
of crested rhratprass;
apparently
elsewhere, grass tended to exclude
sagebrush
between the third and
seventh years following
seeding.
Sagebrush
plants tbat had become establishrd
with the seeded
grass (8 to 10 years old in 1954)
were the most numerous and widespread
of any class.
These accounted for three-fifths of the total
plants and occurred on 85 percent
of t11e plots.
Old sanehrush plants that survied
treatment
accounted
for a
little less than one-fifth of the total
plants and occurred on 61 percent
of the plots.
These plants >vere
probably the srpd source for many
sagebrush plants in the other age
&5.X%
Plants
in the latter two age
classes decreased
considerably
in
numbers from 1947 to 1954, except
for 8. to 10.year-old
plants on a
55.acre tract treated in the spring
of 1945.
The failure
of young
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sagebrush
to decrease under this
trratmrnt as under the others may
reflect the rstablishmrnt
of fewer
than1 avrmge
crested wheatgrass
plants on this arm. A fall-treated
RI‘PB. and rsp~eiall~ a tract treated
in latr fall, eontamd
more sagehrnsh plants that invaded shortlv
aftrr treatment
than areas similarlp trratrd earlier, before brush
seed maturity.
A railrd area contained more sagebrush plants than
n comparable
wheatlnnd-plowed
area, both in numbws of old survivors
and plants
that invaded
S”“ll after treatment.
Blne wildrye,
big bluegrass,
Nevada blwgrass,
and hlurbunch
wheatgrass were inferior to crested
wheatgrass “o this site. Tests with
intrrmediate
wheatgrass,
Russian
wildrve,
and western wheatgrass
wer? ‘inconelosivr,
but it is doubtful whether my would have surpassrd crested whmtgrass.
Rubher
rabbitbrush,
gr~asrwood. and saltgrass hare again dominated
a 28.
acre arra having heavy, alkali soil
which was planted
to a mixture
of crested whratgrass,
western
wheatgrass, and smooth brome.
Most native sprcies. present prior
to treatment. mere present also in
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1954,
mon.
been
hoary
brush

though generally less comLarkspur appeared to have
greatly reduced,
whereas
phlox and Douglas rabbitappeared to have increased.

Halogeton increased rapidly during the 4 years it has been on the
area, but only in heavily grazed
and barren spots; it was not found
in full, vigorous stands of crested
wheatgrass.
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From time immemorial, livestock
producers
have governed
their
operations on the presumptions
that only the livestock can be managed by man and that the utilization of the grass should be governed only by the condition of the
livestock, i.e., cattle should be
shifted- from one pasture to another
when the feed is gone. Fortunately,
this concept is being modified by
many practicing ranchers as a result of education derived from
their own observations and from
the work of specialists in range
In spite of this
management.
trend, however, ignorance of basic
information concerning range and
pasture
plants still abounds
throughout the livestock industry.
Consequently
the question has
been raised, are the students of
animal husbandry, who are going
to be ranchers, adequately
im-

Oregon

pressed with the importance of
grass management as a part of
their training in the management
of livestock 0
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It is generally recognized that a
rancher’s real wealth lies in the
forage produced on his land because, most assuredly, he cannot
maintain highest meat production
from his land unless the production and quality of the forage is

as influenced by grazing
crested
wheatgrass.
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maintained. Furthermore, certain
basic knowledge of forage plants
increases the rancher’s ability to
maintain or to increase the forage
production on his lands.
With this concept as a basis, it
should be recognized that the student majoring in animal husbandry
is first of all a student of agriculture, but that the adequacy of
his knowledge will be evidenced by
the wisdom of his use of the land.
Furthermore,
knowledge of any
or all types of livestock is without
proper foundation and is incomplete in scope without an associated knowledge of the proper use
of land for the production of livestock feed.

Plant Infmnation

Important

The information that I wish I
had obtained in college concerning
plants is : (1) a knowledge of how
plants make and use their food for
growth and reproduction ; (2) the
ability to readily identify the parts
of a plant ; (3) the ability to identify the different grasses and other
forage plants; (4) knowledge about
the relationships
that exist between plants and their environment ; and (5) how plants can be

expected

to respond

to manage-
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maintained. Furthermore, certain
basic knowledge of forage plants
increases the rancher’s ability to
maintain or to increase the forage
production on his lands.
With this concept as a basis, it
should be recognized that the student majoring in animal husbandry
is first of all a student of agriculture, but that the adequacy of
his knowledge will be evidenced by
the wisdom of his use of the land.
Furthermore,
knowledge of any
or all types of livestock is without
proper foundation and is incomplete in scope without an associated knowledge of the proper use
of land for the production of livestock feed.

Plant Infmnation

Important

The information that I wish I
had obtained in college concerning
plants is : (1) a knowledge of how
plants make and use their food for
growth and reproduction ; (2) the
ability to readily identify the parts
of a plant ; (3) the ability to identify the different grasses and other
forage plants; (4) knowledge about
the relationships
that exist between plants and their environment ; and (5) how plants can be

expected

to respond

to manage-

RANGE
ment. This, with a knowledge of the
nutritional value of plants, would
have provided me with the information necessary for most efficiently managing our cattle for the
maintenance and improvement of
our forage production
and concomitantly our beef production.
The fact that I did not obtain this
information at college, and do not
now possess it, is not to say that
the information was not available.
A review of the curricula of the
major colleges shows that the information indicated above is available to any student of animal husbandry who wishes to study the
particular subjects involved. Therefore, a pertinent question would
be, are the animal husbandry students availing themselves of this
information, and if not, why not?
I believe they are not. Why? Because the animal husbandry students are neither required, nor
often seriously advised, to study
plant science.
I can recognize that it is unwise
to require all animal husbandry
students to study plant morphology, agrostology, plant physiology,
and ecology, when many of them
may devote their lives to an intensive study of only the animals.
For them, a knowledge of grass
and other range plants would be
no more appropriate than a detailed knowledge of the produc-

MANAGEMENT

EDUCATION

tion of grain or other livestock
feed. Consequently, I do not consider it desirable to make the above
subjects required study for all animal husbandry majors.

Student Guidance Needed
A better
solution
appears
through proper advisement and instruction. The student should be
impressed with a necessity for a
fundamental knowledge of plants
as a prerequisite to an adequate
understanding of their use by animals. This should be done in an
introductory agriculture course. If
one general, introductory course in
agriculture were offered instead of
Introduction to Animal Husbandry, Poultry
Husbandry,
Dairy
Husbandry,
Horticulture,
etc.,
as is presently required of all agricultural students in some colleges,
it would be easier to build this
appreciation of the related sciences.
This introductory course, in conjunction with far-sighted guidance
by the student’s faculty advisor,
should insure a proper start. In
fact, proper guidance alone should
be sufficient in most instances.
Providing
proper guidance is
not easily accomplished. Most professors are specialists in their respective fields, and frequently they
are not aware of the scope and
magnitude of the questions confronting the rancher, except as
they relate to their particular spe-

171
cialties. For example, even as I
here promote the thought that animal husbandry students do not
adequately avail themselves of the
opportunity to learn about plants,
others interested in range management suggest that students majoring in range management are lacking information
pertaining
to
animal husbandry.
In both instances the failure and the solution
are related : the failure-exceeding
concentration
in a limited field
condoned by the faculty advisor,
who is and should be a specialist,
when a broader and perhaps less
intensive knowledge will be required of the student after graduation ; and the solution-encouragement by the faculty advisor to
acquire a broader but related
knowedge.
To summarize, I believe that information concerning the growth
and reproduction
of plants and
their respective
forage values,
coupled with an ability to accurately identify
them, would be
valuable information
for any
rancher. A student who is majoring in animal husbandry, with the
intention of being a ranch livestock
producer, should be seriously advised and encouraged to study
those subjects that will provide him
with such information. It is preferable to attain this by advisement rather than by altering the
subjects now listed as “required.”

Great Plains Program and
Public Law 1021
The conservation program provide’d
for under Public Law 1021 will be in
support of the total Great Plains Program as outlined in President’ Eis,enbower’s message of January 11, 1956.
PL 1021 authorizes the Secretary of
Agriculture1 to enter into long-term,
cost-sharing, contracts with farmers
and ranchers for the purpose of establishing
conservafion
plans
and
needed changes in land use’and crop-

ping systems in designa.te,d counties in
the Great Plains re,gion.
The’program is scheduled to go into
operation in July 1957, and the contracts are1 to be for periods not
longer than 10 years. The program
emphasizes the long-range aspects of
planning for the complete conservation needs of the1farm or ranch. It is
not designed as, an income1 supplelment
measure, and no new agencies have

been set up to carry out the program.
Neither is it to be considered a substitution for any other existing program.
Technical help in planning and installing needed conserva,tion measures
and land use changes will be provided
by agencies of USDA, wtih the Soil
Conservation Service taking administra,tive leadership.

Meadow Grazing-

1: A Comparison

of Calves and Yearlings

When

on Native Flood Meadows
Bunchgrass

of Gains

Summering

and Sagebrush-

Rangel

(Cooper, 19%).
A number
of
ranchers are considering the passibility of fertilizing part of their
meadolvs to provide necessary hay
supplies and grazing the remainder.
Information is presented in this
paper on gains of calves for four
years ana gains of yearling steers
for one year while grazing flood
meadows, with a comparison of
pains of ertlves nna yearlings on
sagebrush-bunchgrass
range.
Management

The mnnber of cattle that R
ranch operation may support is dependent upon the forage resourws
in the immediate area. In the sagrbrush-bunchgrass
country of eastern Oregon cattle are normally
snmmerea on the federal range
which is administered by the Bureau of Lana Mnnagement. During the winter the cattle we fed
hay cut from native flood meadows.
There are about 330,000 acres of
native flood meaa0u7s in Oregon
which 8x mostly privately owned.
These meadows are continuously irrigated by wild flooding with early
spring runoff from surrounding
watersheds
for periods ranging
from six to twelve weeks. The forage produced upon them is pi-edominantly
composed of rushes
~~~~~~~~sPP.) ana sedges (caret
SPP.).
During the past yrnrs thr munher of cattle prrmitted to run on
federal range has been generally

arcrrasra
in
managers to
utilization of
by preventing
terioration.
faced with a

an effort by i-ange
obtain more proper
the forage and therefurther range a?A ranch operator
reduction in the use
d10~d
oll federal
range must
either decrease the size of his oper&ion or look for an alternative
forage resource. The grazing of
nativr flood meaaOlrs seems to offer such an alternative res”urce,
particularly in view of the reported
increase in prodnction from these
BIXRS with nitrogen
fertilizer

and Experimental
Procedure

The data prwntrd
on calf gains
on the meadow were taken during
1952-1955, inclusive, from calves
of a small breeding herd, consisting of about thirty cows, carried
on the meadow unit of the Squaw
Dntte Station.
Calf weights for
comparative purposes were taken
from a like number of calves summering on the range unit of the
Station.
The two sets of calves
were paired as clowly RS possible
by birth date ana SPX.
In 1954 two groups of ten yearling steers VYIY randomly selected.
One group TVBS grazed on the
meadow and the other with the
herd on the range.

COMPARISON
Animals
on meadow pasture
grazed freely until about August
1 each year. From August 1 to
September 15 they consumed
bunched hay cut from the pasture
and meadow aftermath. Animals
on the range were removed to the
meadow on September
15 and
grazed on meadow aftermath. Cows
and calves on range were supplemented from July 20 to September
15 in 1954 and 1955 with a cottonseed meal-salt mix to provide an
intake of approximately
two
pounds of cottonseed meal per cow
per day.
Cows and calves were individually w e i g h e d at approximately
monthly intervals from the beginning of the grazing season to
weaning. Steers were also weighed
individually at monthly intervals,
but weighing was terminated on
September 15. All weights were
taken after the animals had been
without feed and water overnight
(approximately
12 hours).
During the shrinking period calves remained with the cows. Only calf
and steer weight data are considered in this report. These data
were subjected to statistical analyses.

Results and Discussioln
Calf

weight

gains

The average
daily
gains of
calves from birth to weaning were
computed for three periods, which
were approximately May 1 to July
1, July 1 to September 15, and September 15 to November 15 (Table
1). The first period corresponds
to the period of green grass on
range, the second to the period of
dry mature grass, and the third to
the period in which both groups
grazed dry meadow aftermath.
In all years calves on meadow
gained more than calves on range.
The better performance during
the first period is likely due to
greater milk production
of the
dams resulting from the greater
availability of forage on meadows.
During the second period, July 1
to September 15, range herbage
loses much of its green color and
rapidly loses protein. The crude

OF GAINS ON FLOOD MEADOWS
Table

1.

Average

daily

gadnsi of calves on meadow
each of four years.

Pasture

173

AND RANGE
or range

by periods

during

May 1 to
July 1

July 1 to
Sept. 15

Sept. 15 to
Nov. 15

Birth to
Weaning

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

1.73
1.30

1.76
1.07

.69
.35

1.44
.92

.43

.69

.34

.52

2.04
1.85

1.96
1.59

.82
.97

1.70
1.50

.19

.37

1.96
1.75

1.96
1.53

.87
.86

1.51
1.34

.21

.43

.Ol

.17

1.95
1.81

1.77
1.51

.93
.56

1.61
1.36

.14

.26

.37

.25

1.92
1.68

1.86
1.42

.83
.68

1.56
1.28

-24

.44

.15

.28

1952
Meadow
Range
Diff.
1953
Meadow
Range

-Diff.

-.15

.20

1954
Meadow
Range
Diff.
1955
Meadow
Range
Diff.

’

4 Yr. Avg.
Meadow
Range

-~

Diff.

protein content of range grass declines to a level of about 4 percent
by August 1, and continues to declinez. In contrast, meadow herbage contains about six percent
crude protein on August 1, and
when pasture is cut and the forage
bunched, no further decline in
crude protein content occurs2. However, as calves on meadow continued to outgain calves on range
in 1954 and 1955, when the latter
and their dams were supplemented,
it appears that most of the differences may be attributed to a
greater quantity of readily available forage on meadows. The main
limiting factor affecting gains of
range calves in late summer, therefore, appears to be energy and its
effect on milk production of dams.
During the third period in 1952
and 1955, when cows and calves
from both groups grazed meadow
aftermath in common, calves which
had been summered on meadow
2lJnpublished
Experiment

data, Squaw Butte-Harney
Station, Burns, Oregon.

-

continued to gain more than those
summered on range. The difference is most likely due to a more
sustained milk flow of dams. The
reason why a like response was
not obtained in the other years is
not known.
The weaning weights of both
groups followed the same pattern
during the four years and were
highest in 1954, lowest in 1952,
and intermediate in 1953 and 1955
(Table 2). The difference in weaning weight of calves in 1952 was
much larger than in the other
three years. Several factors serve
to explain this difference. Calves
grazed on meadow in 1952 weighed
an average of twelve pounds more
at birth than those grazed on range,
whereas in the other three years
birth weights were quite comparable. It has been shown that each
additional pound of birth weight
of a calf is associated with about
two additional pounds of weight
at weaning (Sawyer, et al., 1949).
On this basis calves on meadow
could be expected to weigh 25

C. S. COOPER,
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Table 2.

Weaning

weights

R. R. WHEELER,

of calves summering
four yes.

Summer

on mea&w

AND W. A.. SAWYER

or range

in each of

Year

Pasture

1952

1953

1954

1955

Avg.

Meadow
Range

lb.
388
267

lb.
452
406

lb.
465
412

lb.
418
369

lb.
430
364

Difference

121

46

53

49

66

pounds more at weaning as a result of higher birth weights. As
all cows were treated alike during
fall and winter, the difference in
birth weight in 1952 appears to be
a reflection of the summer nutrition pattern the preceding year
(1951) in which the range was extremely dry.
Meadows
depend
upon spring runoff for moisture
supply and are not as readily affected by a prolonged drought during the growing season. Apparently the poor growing season of
1951 adversely affected calf birth
weights of range cows in 1952.
The differences between groups
in 1954 and 1955, when cows and
calves on range were supplemented,
was considerably less than in 1952
but is comparable to 1953. The
difference in 1952 is higher than
should normally be expected due
to smaller calves of the range
group, and the difference in 1953
is less than should be expected
due to an extremely wet growing
season on range.
Yearling

gains

The average daily gains of yearlings in 1954 are presented for two
periods-April
20 to July 10, and
July 10 to September 10 (Table
Yearlings on range gained
3).
slightly more than those on meadow
prior to July 10; however, the difference was not statistically significant. After July 10 steers on
meadow gained 1.2 pounds per day
more than steers on range. The

better performance
of steers on
meadow during the last part of the
grazing season is due to a greater
quantity of forage of a higher
quality.
Total average *gains for the entire grazing
season were 244
pounds for steers on meadow as
compared to 180 pounds for steers
on range.
Discussion
The data presented show that
cows and calves, and yearlings may
be successfully grazed on native
flood meadows and better performance is obtained than on range.
In making a decision on whether
or not one should graze meadows
a number of factors may be considered.
It is estimated that an acre of
good meadow will carry a yearling, or that two acres will carry
a cow and calf through a five
months grazing period.
On this
basis each acre produced
244
pounds of yearling beef, or, at 17
cents a pound, grossed a return of
$41.00 per acre. On a hay yield
Table 3. Average daily gains od yearling steers on meadow
or ras,ge’ by
periods in 1954.
Pasture

April 20
to July 10
lb.
1.62
1.76

Meadow
Raage
Difference

July 10
to Sept 10
lb.
1.84
.65

e
-.14

1.19

-

basis each acre would produce approximately one ton of hay or a
gross return of about $25.00 an
acre. Clearly, utilizing the meadow
by grazing is profitable at current
hay and fertilizer prices.
It is not known whether nitrogen
fertilizer
will increase grazing
capacity in the same ratio as it
does hay yields. Controlled experiments are being initiated to obtain
this information. It is known that
80 pounds of nitrogen will increase hay yields approximately
one ton per acre (Cooper, 1955).
The opportunity
therefore exists
to release meadow acres from hay
production to grazing. If an operator producing 400 tons of hay on
400 acres, fertilized 200 acres with
80 pounds of nitrogen, he could
expect to produce 400 tons on 200
acres. This would release 200 acres
for pasture. The cost of fertilizer
per acre would be about $13.50, including application costs. If each
of the released acres produced 244
pounds of beef valued at $41.00,
the net return from the use of
fertilizer is $27.50 per acre on 200
acres.
The practice of grazing meadows
is dependent upon limited range
forage resources.
With present
charges of 15 cents per AUM for
grazing federal range, one could
not expect to graze meadows on a
competitive basis. However, when
the range forage
resource
is
limited, meadows offer a good alternative forage resource.
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Effect of Cages on Yield and Composition
in the California Annual Type’
HAROLD F. HEADY2

Techniques which employ cages
or other types of small exclosures
are used extensively in range research to determine total plant production on grazed areas. Differences between weights of forage on
paired plots, one enclosed and one
not, are used to measure forage removal by livestock. Usually data
of these kinds are given without
reference to the eff& of the cage
or exelosure upon the microenvironment within the exclosure and,
hence, upon the plants themselves.
In other words, any differences in
forage weight between the closed
and unclosed areas that may be due
to the exclosure itself are usually
ignored.
Daubenmire
(1940) described
several cases in which the material
of which permanent
enclosures
were made acted as a barrier to
wind movement, insolation, and
precipitation.
Reduced wind resulted in deposition of snow in winter, dust in summer, and most
certainly altered humidity and temperature.
The enclosure
itself
catches wind transported matetials
and intercepts rainfall which further change the environment within.
In England eagc techniques have
been used for many years and criticized on the basis that growth was
greater within the cage than outside (Cowlishaw, 1951). Williams
(1951) established that cages reduced wind velocity and light and

increased relative humidity. Temperatures within a cage were lower,
the same as, or higher than the
temperature outside. Apparently
less wind and less loss of latent
heat in evaporation caused temperatures to increase, while the shading effect of the cage acted in the
opposite direction. The relative importance of these opposite effects
may be different at various times
of the day and with various combinations of weather. They suggest
that less heat is lost at night, and,
therefore, less dew and frost occurs
under the cage than outside.
Cage techniques to measure herbage yield have been used in the
California annual type (Bentley
and Talbot, 1951). The vegetation
is me11adapted to the use of square
foot plots and cages because it is
a thick mixture of many low grow-

ing species. However, one question
concerning their use is unanswered :
Does the cage have a significant
effect on the enclosed vegetation?
During the growing season of
1955.1956 (November to June), 110
cages that awe being used in conjunction with grazing trials on the
Hopland Field Station were also
situated to show the effect of cage.
This location is in the coast ranges
of California about 100 miles north
of San Francisco and 40 miles from
the coast. The study was entirely
concerned with the herbaceous
cover in the California annual-grass
type. Many of the plots were in
openings in the grass-woodland
type ; others were actually under a
thin and scattered canopy of the
woodland trees.
In November,’ 1955, before the
beginning of fall rains, cages were
located in a grid system in four
pastures. At each cage location two
areas within approximately 20 feet
of each other were selected for uniformity of vegetation in terms of
kinds of plants, density, and height
of the previous season’s growth. A
coin was flipped to determine which
of the two similar areas was caged.
The cages varied somewhat in
size and shape, but in general they
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were made of ll/&inch mesh stucco
netting with 17 gauge wire. They
were approximately 31/g feet in diameter and 21/ feet high (Fig. 1).
The wire was folded so that the top
of the cage was closed or nearly so.
There was no grazing by domestic animals during the period
the cages were in place. Deer were
present in one pasture (first two
rows of Table 1) and absent from
the others.
Measurements of the vegetation
were with the pointplot system and
square-foot plots clipped both inside and outside of each cage. These
field measurements
were summarized according to percentage
botanical composition, height of the
first hit, condition of the soil surface, and weight of material, ovendry. In one set the clippings were
separated according to new growth
and mulch from previous years.
The clippings were made at ground
level.

Effects of Ca#ges on Weight of
New Growth
In March the amount of new
plant materials
was obviously
greater inside the cage than outside. The “T” tests of the mean
differences were highly significant
for two groups of cages in one pasture and significant at the 5 percent
level in another pasture. These
three mean differences amounted to
108 pounds per acre with a Confidence Interval of 64 pounds, 50
pounds per acre with a CI of 31
pounds, and 110 pounds with a CI
of 92 pounds. These data clearly
indicate that the cages had an effect
on the vegetation. Williams (1951)
has shown the reasons to be amelioration of the micro-climate; therefore, repetition of the environmental measurements
was not
deemed necessary in this study. Of
special note is that these results
were obtained during the winter
period when the mean temperature
was 42.5 degrees F. and when freezing temperatures were recorded on
62 percent of the days. Plant
growth was slow, and the small increases in amount due to cages was
a 16-48 percentage increase.

F. HEADY

Grazing by deer probably contributed to the mean differences
shown in the first two rows of data
in Table 1. They were present at
the approximate density of one per
6 acres and they are known to feed
on herbaceous plants at that time
of year (Longhurst, 1956). Both
deer and sheep were absent from
the other pastures during the dates
shown in Table 1.
When the cages were in place
from November to May, and from
March to June, no significant mean
difference was found between the
yields of new growth inside and
outside the cages. Both of these
periods encompassed the major portion of the fast growing season.
These data are interpreted to
mean that cages result in a small
but significant increase in plant
growth in the California annual
type during the cool part of the
growing season, but that any differences due to the cages soon disappear as spring temperatures become warm enough for fast growth.
The clippings from one set of
cages sampled in March were sepTable

1.

arated into new and old growth.
No real difference was found in the
amount of old growth or mulch between the caged and uncaged samples. This indicates similar rates
of decomposition under the two
conditions during the winter, and
that differences were in the amount
of green material.
No Effects on Compodion
Points were taken to determine
the percentage botanical composition of the vegetation on a coverage
basis. These were at the rate of 60
points per location, of which 30
were on the caged plants and 30 on
the uncaged plants.
The most important plantsfound
were soft chess (Bromus moZ1i.s),
broadleaved-filaree
(Erodium
botrys) , ripgut
(Bromus
rigidus),
slender oat (Auem barb&a), hairgrass (Aira caryophyllea)
, fescue
(Pestuca dertoneks)
, annual clovers (Trifolium
SPP.) 7 nitgrass
(Gastridium ventricosum),
and
about 35 other species of minor
importance.
from paired

DSfferencee in oven-dry weights of herbage
caged and the other uncaged.

Period cages

Number

were on the
ground

of pairs

Average
in grams
sq. ft.
Caged

ieight
per

Meab
ference
grams/sq.

dif-

in

ch&km

Grams

plots, one
Interval
Lbs./acro

ft.

Uncaged

Open grass,
Nov. 8, 1955
to March 3,
1956
Grass under
thin tree

38

3.46

2.33

1.13**

0.6645

64

canopy, Nov. 8,
1955 to March
3, 1956
New growth,

25

2.38

1.88

0.50**

0.3234

31

0.958

92

Nov. 8, 1955
to March 3,
1956
Mulch, Nov. 8,
1955 to
March 3, 1956
Nov. 8, 1955
to May 8, 1956
March 8, 1956
to June 6,
1956
** Significant
* Significant

15

8.16

7.02

1.14”

15

3.42

3.26

0.16

-

-

16

19.72

19.72

0.00

-

-

16

11.52

11.23

0.29

-

-

at the 0.01 level;
a,t the 0.05 level;

confidence
confidence

intervals
intervals

at the same level.
at the same level.

EFFECTOF
Considerable variation in botanical composition and plant height
occurred between cage locations.
On a pasture basis, or group of
cages, as given in Table 1, very
little difference existed between the
caged and uncaged conditions and,
therefore, the data are omitted.
This was also true of the percentages of bare soil, moss, mulch, and
rocks, measured at the soil surface.
The conclusion is reached that the
cages had little effect on the kinds
of plants and the soil surface conditions. At some specific cages a
few species appeared on an ocular
estimate basis to be favored or disfavored by the cages, but the data
did not bear this out for the whole
of a set of cages treated alike.

Summary
This study was undertaken to
determine the effect of cages on
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herbage yield when they are used
to protect small plots of vegetation
from livestock use. Studies by
others indicate that the change in
micro-climate under the cages results in an increase in plant growth.
Results of this study are in agreement with the reported findings
under conditions of slow growth in
the winter period. With the onset
of warm spring temperatures and
rapid growth of the plants, the
differences soon disappear, and by
plant maturity any effects of the
cage on amount of growth, percentage botanical composition, and foliage cover could not be detected in
the conditions of this experiment.
The conclusion is reached that
the cages, themselves, do not materially influence results of total
yield studies and utilization in the
area of the experiment.
Yields
taken in late winter with cage

techniques will include a significant
cage effect. These results should
apply to most of the California annual-grass type, although the point
has not been tested at other locat ions.
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A Meesage from the President
By this time of
year section field
meetings
and
tours will be in
full swing.
It is
encouraging
to see
what Gzeable summer meetings
many sections
ha,ve worked up.
This is surely one
of the best ways of advancing
the
of range1 management,
both
cause
among our own members and among
land users in general.
John Clouston, our Executive Secretary, has new office space in Portland
and is rapidly
picking up the many
facets of a big job. Many of you will
see him this summer, for he is planning
to attend a number of section meetings,
as well as the summer meeting in Jackson.

CITED

The May issue of the Journal
contains the list of National
Committees
for 1957. This, list is, worth your attention, as a8 group who do much of the
work of our Society.
Each committee
has a definite job to do and each of
them will welcome suggestions that any
member may ha,ve-so, don’t hesitate to
let, them know if you have an inspiration !
The latest, releases
on membership
from the Secreta,ry and the Membership Committee show that our old problem of delinquent members is still with
us. Bringing
these people back into
the group is a major job that each section must handle as it sees best. Experience indicates that a personal letter, or better still, direct contact by a
section representative
is most effective.
The1 arrangements
for the summer
meet,ing at, Jackson,
Wyoming
look
good. I hope many of you can be there.

TECHNICAL
PROTECTING
RANGE
FORAGE PLOTS FROM
RODENTS
WALTER E. HOWARDAND
BURGESSL. KAY
Associate Specklist,
Field Station
Administra~tiom, University of Ca,lifor&a, Da,vis; an,d Assistamt Specialist
iw Agronomy, University of Caliform’a,
Davis.

Rodents frequently
become a
problem in rangeland
seeding
trials. Experimental plots, even up
to 20 acres or more in size, often
suffer considerable loss of seed or
seedlings due to the depredations
of rodents (Howard, 1950). Unless
protection from rodents is supplied
in these instances, it is difficult to
evaluate the adaptability
of the
various forage species to a given
site with respect to weather and
soil conditions. Also, rodents can
be of considerable annoyance when
one wants to take yield measurements and they have caused large
openings in the stands.
A successful attempt to protect
a 20-acre seeding of wheatgrasses
and other forage trials from rodents was made on the Flournoy
Range Demonstration Project near
Likely, Modoc County, California.
Abandoned
service station onequart oil cans were used as bait stations. The cans were placed 50 to
100 feet apart (Fig. 1). More’than
300 cans have now been used in
various parts of the state.
The lr/-inch
opening made in
the oil cans by the standard punchtype opener is just the right size
to admit field rodents up to and including kangaroo rats (Dip&omys) . Ground squirrels (C”iteZZus)
cannot enter the cans, but they are
able to reach in and pull poison
grain out. Other genera that we
controlled with the cans included
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deermice (Peromyscus),
pocket
and harvest
mice (Perognathus)
mice (Eeithrodontomys).
This
simple method of rodent control
around plots should work just as
well in other areas. It should provide protection for seeds and seedlings for at least one year.
Our first attempt at controlling
the rodents on the 20-acre study
area was to poison them by the conventional method of broadcasting
poison grain. This was done on
June 16, 1955, by Loring White,
Modoc County Agricultural
Commissioner, who cooperated in the
study. We knew this method would
not keep rodent numbers reduced
for many months (Spencer, 1955))
even if the area had been larger;
and, as Commissioner White also
predicted, the rodents quickly reinvaded the relatively small area
following their control. This was
borne out 11/z months later when
29 mice were trapped on the 20-
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acre poisoned area in 200 trap
nights. In comparison, only six rodents were trapped during the
same period with equal trapping
on the undisturbed
check area
(Table 1). One reason for the
higher population of certain species of rodents on the study area
is that the habitat conditions present there were more favorable.
Whenever man alters the natural
environment, certain species of rodents may become sufficiently numerous to then be classed as a pest
(Howard, 1953). The habitat was
made more favorable for certain
species of rodents as a result of
disking under the sagebrush, which
improved
cover conditions,
and
seeding to wheatgrasses, which increased the variety and the quantity of the food supply.
The bait cans were
100 feet apart on the
vember 1, 1955. When
retrapped five months

placed 50 to
area on Nothe site was
later, no ro-
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1.

Percent; reduction

of rodents
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plot five monthsl after poison-

on a 20-acre

bait caas mre put out,. A trap night equals one trap sejetone night.
Date

4/19/55

No. Trap Nights
Each Area

182

Species
Peromyscus
maniculatus
Reithrodontomys
megalotus

20-Acre
Study Plot

Bulldozed
Check Area

Undisturbed
Check Area

14
Not trapped

Not trapped
3
17

I&isioned
6/16/55

-

Peromyscus
ma&culatus

7/26-27/55

11/l/55

3/27-28/56

200

Dipoclomys
0rai
Reithrodontomys
megalotus
Perognathus
parvus

-

-

200

Perom yscus
manioulatus
Dipodomys
ordi
Reithrodontomys
‘megalotus

dents were captured in 200 trap
nights (Table 1). This is an unusually good control for such a long
period of bait exposure. The bait
was in good condition and had not
mildewed as a result of the winter
snow and rain. On smaller sites,
with fewer bait cans, it is probably
desirable to have the cans closer together and to replace poisoned bait
every few months. Bait should
always be replaced with fresh material.
Some individual
rodents
will develop bait-shyness (Tevis,
1956), but to help overcome this,
different poison-bait combinations
can be used in separate cans. However, do not mix poisons in any one
can. If success drops off, change the
kind of bait and kind of poison.
Discarded one-quart oil cans are
readily available at service stations
or city dumps. Since the cans we
picked up from a city dump had
been burned, they were dipped in
a dilute solution of black asphalt
(varnish) to preserve them from

by

broadcasting
bait

-

-

19

8

3

4

2

3

4

1

0

2
-

0
-

0
-

29

11

6

Put out
poison bait
cans

-

0

20

6

0

0

2

0

5
-

0
-

0

25

8

-

.

-

rust, although this it not necessary,
if the cans are going to be used
for only a few years. Cans that we
obtained from service stations were
drained overnight to allow all the

FIGURE 2.

oil to drain out. Then a little soil
was shaken around in them to absorb any oil that might have remained.
Poisons and baits used in different cans included oat groats
with three ounces of 1080 poison
per 100 pounds of bait, whole
wheat with 81/s ounces of strychnine per 100 pounds of bait, and a
small amount of two percent Endrin dust. Other poison baits, such
as the safer anticoagulant materials, can also be used. The Endrin
as a contact poison was not effective. Cotton was added to many of
the cans, but it did not seem to be
of any particular advantage. Occasionally mice died in the cans.
We do not know if such cans were
rendered ineffective while the carcass was present.
In some of the cans the strychnine-coated wheat was embedded
in a solid pack of paraffin to preserve the grain for a longer period.
All paraffin baits were utilized to
some extent by mice. The paraffin
may have been of some value, but
at this time we can only recommend the use of grain baits without
the addition of paraffin, as all grain
baits held up well even without
paraffin. In more recent trials we
have poured a small amount of
“office supply” rubber cement over

A crease is made on one side of the bait can just behind
opening to help keep bait in and ground water out.

the lr/,-inch
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the kernels and then shaken the
can to make sure that each kernel
is coated. This adheres the kernels
together so that there is no chance
of livestock or game spilling the
poison bait from the cans. We do
not know whether this will reduce
acceptance of the bait. Paraffin is
not convenient when rebaiting cans
in the field, and it melts when the
sun shines on the cans in summer.
To keep ground water from entering the cans we dented them an
inch or so below the opening (Fig.
2). This crease was made by rolling the can along the edge of a
table or board. The ridges also prevented grain from spilling out of
the cans.
In another study by Howard,
et al., (1956) to learn what propensity a kangaroo rat has for
gathering broadcast seeds (hence
to determine the need for rodent
control at forage trial plots ) 300
grams of rose clover seeds were

RABBITS AS A TOOL IN
PASTURE AND RANGE
UTILIZATION
RESEARCH
D. W. HEDRICK
Associated
.

Oregon

State

in

Ra#nnge Management,

College,

Corvallis,

Oregon

Many workers have pointed out
the disadvantage
of simulating
grazing by clipping. Perhaps the
greatest objection to clipping as
compared to animal grazing was
reported by Crider (1955) who
found parts of a bunchgrass plant
to function independently so far as
the effects of foliage removal on
root growth were concerned. In his
opinion, the habit of cattle grazing
only part of a plant seems desirable.
However, there are two important problems in using large animals. The first is the fact that the
grazing enclosure used needs to be
large enough to supply forage for
a minimum of two or more animals.
The second is that with larger en-

NOTES

scattered in a room with 500 square
feet of concrete floor space. One
kangaroo rat from the San Joaquin
Experimental Range was released
in the room. It ate on the average
of between 12 and 13 grams (3400
to 3500 seeds) per day, and in one
night cached an additional 59.4
grams (16,000 seeds). This means
that on the night of peak activity
the kangaroo rat must have picked
up about 20,000 individual rose
clover seeds (equal to one pound
per week). Kangaroo rats gather
seeds by picking them up individually, using both forefeet, and then
tossing them into their external
cheek pouches. It is not known
how many pouches the 70 grams
of seed represented.
Summary
Service station used quart oil
cans show considerable promise as
being effective bait stations for
protecting rangeland seeding trials

closures variability increases which
in turn requires a larger area or
more replication of pastures. In
order to overcome both of these
difficulties the experimenter must
increase the cost of his studies.
Whenever a treatment has been
sufficiently well tested on a plot
basis, naturally a large grazing experiment is desirable for final evaluation o,r demonstration. In the
screening process, however, there is
a need for techniques to be used in
simulating effects of large animals
on small uniform areas.
Rabbits were used at the Oregon
Agricultural
Experiment
Station
in 1955 in an attempt to test the
effectiveness of spring-applied nitrogen fertilizer to increase forage
production during the sheep breeding season in August. Fertilizer
treatments consisted of a March application of 33 lbs. of nitrogen per
acre to a mixed stand of Alta fescue
(Pestuca
awndinacea) , orchardgrass (Dactylis
glomerata),
and
burnet (Sanguisorba minor). The
fescue made up about 45 percent
of the stand, orchardgrass 15, bur-

from rodents. They are readily
available, light to transport, and
effectively protect grain baits from
snow and rain. The bait supply
may have to be replenished every
few months on small plots, but
fresh bait twice a year should be
adequate to protect areas of many
acres in extent.
LITERATURX
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net 20, and other species 20 percent.
Since clipping experiments had
been conducted over a two-year period to determine the best method
of treating this type of pasture, it
was thought that rabbits might be
useful in making an animal evaluation. Forty weaner New Zealand
rabbits, about six-weeks old and
weighing
approximately
1,200
grams each, were used on the fertilized and unfertilized plots. Each
plot was six-hundredths of an acre
in size. These two fertilizer treatments were applied in four replications making a total of eight plots
in the experiment. Late in July
the weaner rabbits were grazed in
groups of twenty on each of the
two treatments.
Groups were weighed four times
weekly and moved to the corresponding treatment in the next replication at the end of each week.
Fourteen separate weighings were
made during the course of the experiment which lasted 28 days.
Utilization checks were made by
clipping 30 randomly
located
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of seed represented.
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net 20, and other species 20 percent.
Since clipping experiments had
been conducted over a two-year period to determine the best method
of treating this type of pasture, it
was thought that rabbits might be
useful in making an animal evaluation. Forty weaner New Zealand
rabbits, about six-weeks old and
weighing
approximately
1,200
grams each, were used on the fertilized and unfertilized plots. Each
plot was six-hundredths of an acre
in size. These two fertilizer treatments were applied in four replications making a total of eight plots
in the experiment. Late in July
the weaner rabbits were grazed in
groups of twenty on each of the
two treatments.
Groups were weighed four times
weekly and moved to the corresponding treatment in the next replication at the end of each week.
Fourteen separate weighings were
made during the course of the experiment which lasted 28 days.
Utilization checks were made by
clipping 30 randomly
located

square-foot quadrats in ach plot
immediately before arrd after graming. Utilization figures varied from
“one the first week of the study
when grazing by rabbits was balanced ‘by forage growth to 50 prrcent in the unfertilized
plots i” the
fourth rrplieation.
No significant
differmces
in rabbit gains were
obsemed
among
the
treatment
groups. It is believed that the ia
tensity of rabbit grazing vas too
low to be reflected in thrir gains.
I” other words, in all treatments
the rabbits were rewiving sufficient
forage to maintain a near-normal
gain.
A range of “se levels was obtainpd, however, on the foor replicates in both the fertilized and “IIfertilized plots. These were eorrelated with early spring prodnctio”
in April of 1956, and a close inverse relationship
\?-a fonnd to
exist between the intensity of August grazing and early spring production the following year. These
data are summarized in Table 1.
Unintentionally
a range of “se
was obtained with rabbit grazing
which
confirmed
a relationship
demonstrated
earlier by clipping
studies. I” addition to these indications obtained from rabbit “se
ranging from 0 to 50 perwnt, extreme “se by sheep outside the
experiment on a” unfertilized aria
(90-100
percent
utilization
fall
1955) resulted in zero forage pro-

dnction on April 16 the following
3pri”g.
Thrse data s”pgWt the value of
rabbits in applying grazing treatments to small plots so that effects
can be stndird over n wider range
of use than would be possible with
large arlimals alone. Perhaps preliminary rewlts from similar trials
wmld become v&able
in planning
large experiments where, of “wessity, the n”mbrr of grazing intmsitips would be limited.
In Figure 1 th? rabbits are showm
witzing during the experiment reported. The outside of the experimental HR~ was fencrd with heavy
six-foot wove” wire nsrd by turkey
me” for protectiorr against dogs and
foxes. Burrowing under the fence
was prevented by plowing ant a
furrow slice around the area and
bw-ying
12.inch poultry
“rtting
with l-inch mesh. Divisions
between plots within the area were
made with Z-inch mesh light-weight
poultry nptting 48 inches high. The
bottom 12 inches of this division
wire was turned irlto the plot and
secured to the sod with a-inch
staples. This left the vertical segment 36 inches high xhieh IGIS sufficient to prevent
rabbits
from
jumping
betwee”
rxclosures
and
still allowed frrr access by the atterrdant.

At the four corners of the main
area, number one jump traps were
placed on the top of lo-foot, 2 x 4inch posts to guard against owls.
To protect the rabbits from drpredatio” by hawks and to supply
nrcrssary shade during the hot part
of the day, 4 x 4.foot panels of
$-inch plywood xwre supported in
a horizontal position by five l-foot
x Z-inch surveyor’s
stakes. This
kept the shelter about 10 inches
above thP ground and was sufficiently large for Tut weaner rabbits. No losses occurred from predation and no difficulty was experienced from dietary deficiency.
A
constant supply of fresh water was
provided in lo-quart poultry selfwatrrprs.
During the transition to
pasture forage n small amount of
supplement was provided in small
galvanized troughs secured to the
partition fence.
A total of four rabbits was lost
during the study. Three died of
acute bloat the first day on pastnre
and WI‘* rrplaced by excess animals from a pool kept for that purpose. This loss could have been
avoided by providing
them with
green grass while the rabbits were
still on dry feed. One rabbit became ill the last week on pasture
from dysentery and was killed as
the animnls came off the experi-
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ment. It is abelieved that the nutritive level supplied by this dryland
grass and forb mixture in August
was about as low as one would expect in most pasture or range grazing experiments.
The rabbits gained an average of
300 to 400 grams in the four weeks.
This was at a nearly linear rate of
‘75 to 100 grams per week. These
gains should be large enough to
measure
signif icant differences

among treatments when grazing use
exceeds 50 percent. Regardless of
rabbit performance, however, these
animals hold considerable promise
as a means of effecting a number
of levels of utilization in grazing
experiments. In addition, rabbits
leave pastures in a more normally
grazed condition
than clipping
does.
Although
one may reasonably
question the value of simulating

trampling effects with rabbits, this
problem is greater with clipping.
In fact, on the dry pastures in this
experiment there were noticeable
trails and evidence of surface
trampling
wherever the rabbits
congregated.

A HISTORY OF SQUIRREL
BURROW GULLY FORMATION

of gully formation with the relation to grazing described. Fifteen
years later, in April, 1955, these
two sites were agaih photographed.
Since contrasting
changes have
taken place on the two sites, a brief
description of them and their grazing history appears worth while.
More recently other workers have
added further observations of gully
formation from rodent burrowing
to the literature.
Crouch (1942)
illustrated pocket gopher gullying,
while Gunderson
and Decker
(1942) found that this process also
occurs in Iowa, particularly with
woodchuck
burrows.
Howard
(1953) made additional observations in California, where he considered pocket gophers to be the

chief burrowing rodent.
The two sites under study, which
for convenience are designated as
A and B, are located on the headwaters of Huichica Creek about
one-fourth mile apart. Elevation
for both is slightly over 200 feet.
Precipitation in the form of rain
averaged 24.61 inches for the 15year period, as measured at the
town of Napa, some five miles to
the east. Carpenter and Cosby
(1938) place the soils as Butte
Stoney Loam on Site A and Coombs
Gravelly Loam on Site B. Storie
and Weir (19’53) describe these
soils as follows :
Butte-Podzolic
upland soil
from coarse-textured acid igneous
rocks; moderately deep and perme-

IN RELATION
WILLIAM

TO GRAZING

M. IJONGHURST

Associate Specialist, Hopland Field
Statioq Umkersity of Califomaia, Hop’
la~nd, Cakif ornia

During April and May, 1940, in
the course of gathering material
for an M.A. thesis, the writer had
occasion to photograph two sites
in southwestern Napa County, California, where ground squirrel burrows had incited gully formation.
The thesis, together with the photographs, was subsequently published
(Longhurst, 1940) and the process
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FIGURE 1. Left : General view of Site A photographed on April 21, 1940, with location of burrow
arrow. Right : Close-up of burrow gully area in Site A in April, 1940.
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added further observations of gully
formation from rodent burroming
to the literature.
Crouch (1942)
illustrated pocket gopher gullying,
while
Gunderson
and Decker
(1942) found that this process also
occurs in Iowa, particularly
with
woodchuck
burrows.
Howard
(1953)
made additional
observations in California, where he considered pocket gophers to be the

chief burrowing rodent.
The two sites under study, which
for convenience are designated as
A and B, are located on the headwaters of Huichien
Creek about
one-fourth mile apart.
Elevation
for both is slightly over 200 feet.
Precipitation
in the form of rain
averaged 24.61 inches for the 15year period, as measured at the
town of Napa, some five miles to
the east.
Carpenter
and Cosby
(1938)
place the soils as Butte
Stoney Loam on Site A and Coombs
Gravelly Loam on Site B. Storie
and Weir
(1953)
describe these
soils as follows:
Butte-Podzolic
upland soil
from coarse-textured
acid igneous
rocks; modernt~ely deep and perme-
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Coombs-Noncalcic
hrcmn valley
and terrace soil from basic igneous
alluvium rith good drainage ; has a
natnral grass vrgetation.
Cover on the two sites, which
were in adjoining
pastures,
was
predominantly
mm1
grass ana
forbs vith scattered
oaks on the
watersheds
above.
Both pastures
were operated together from 1930
until
1939 with heavy
scasonal
sheep use. At that time the sheep
were replaced
vith
cattle, which
seasonally
also usea the pasture
during the winter and spring but
at a more moderatp stocking rate.
In November,
1943, the pasture
containing
Site B was sold to a
nearby
dairy
ranch,
and,
since
then, has been exposed to rxtremely
heavy yearlong
cattlr use by the
dry stock from the dairy.
The important point is that during the fifteen year period between
photos, Site A had moderate seasonal cattle use for the mtire time,
while Site B had 31b2 years of
modei-ate seasonal cattle use and
11% years of very severe cattle use.
When first photographed
in
1940, both sites were in approximately the same rrlatire
stage of
erosion.
Burrows
of the Douglas
ground squirrel
(Citellus beeeheyi
dmcglasii) which ran mith the slope
had been enlarged to R diameter of

NOTES

two feet OP more by subsurface
mterflow
during the rainy season.
When the soil covering finally brcame too thin the tunnels collapsed,
leaving
the condition
shown
in
Figure I. and Figure 3 (left).
Figurrs 2 and 3 (rQ7ht) show the
two sites in 1955, 15 years later.
On Site A, gnllying had progressed
to some extent, hut the gullies were
well grnssca over and not actively
enlarging.
In contrast the gully at
Site B had enlarged greatly both
in depth and through
headward
erosion.
(Note the eight-year-old
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boy standing in the hole.)
As cm
be seen in Figurp 3, in recent years
the left hand channel has “pirated”
the bulk of the overland flow and
has been enlarging, Fhile the original channel to the right has healed
to some extent.
The owner of the
dairy had tried ~~nsucccssfully
to
stem the erosion by piling old haling wire and brush in the gully.
The watershed behind Site B is
slightly greater than behind Site
A, hut comparing
the sites thcmselves, Site A had the steeper gradimt.
While
these two sites vrre
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chosen for detailed comparison because of the photographic record
available, a number of other gullies
in the two pastures present the
same general picture.
Although detailed records were
not kept through the years, the impression gathered was that there
were no major differences in squirrel numbers on the two areas. Apparently there was sufficient grazing on both areas to provide adequate squirrel habitat. The course
of events suggests that rodent burrows are merely the precursors of
gullies which are enlarged first by
subsurface flow until they cave in,
and secondarily by overland flow.
It is primarily the overland water

NOTES

flow, as conditioned by existing
ground cover and litter, which in
turn are affected by grazing, that
eventually determines the extent of
erosion.
Since this process of water enlargement of rodent burrows, particularly those of the ground squirrel (Citellus beecheyi) and the
pocket gopher (Thomornys bottae),
is a widespread and common source
of gully formation on the annual
ranges of coastal California, there
is added strength to the argument
for moderate grazing.
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This is indeed a remarkable little
book containing 102 pages of agricultural information and philosophy. It
deals with the past history, present
position, and future needs of American
agriculture. The cat,chy t,itle, “Farmers
at the Crossroads”, is the first suggestion that this book is not purely a
statistical treatise.
The short biographical sketch of the
anthor’s life in the forepart of the book
is very good, for it puts the reader in
the right frame of mind to understand
what is to follow. No one having rea,d
this sketch could help but know that
the opinions of the author would be
written wit,h the utmost honesty and
sincerity, backed by a, thorough knowledge of agricult,ure.
The glossary in the back, like the
biography in the front, should be read
before starting the book because it contains a thorough explanation of each
term.
There are eleven chapters in “Farm-

Oregon

ers at the Crossroads”, and each chapter deals with some phase of the agricultural situation.
Each chapter is
subdivided into several topics. I like
this method of presentation because it
is readable and keeps the ideas well
defined.
No writer could cover this subject,
or any subject of this kind, without a
certain amount, of sta,tistical information. However, the author has kept
figures to a minimum and the statistics
that are used are interspersed with
other material. This1 method of presenta.tion makes the figures more readable and keeps them from becoming
burdensome.
There1 are seven graphs to explain
points of intelrest, and each has a very
thorough elxplanation.
Mr. Benson gives a full history of
the agricultural picture, including the
elffects of war economy, price supports,
acreage quotas, and agricultural legislation that, have contributed to our
present problems. He defe,nds his present stand on flexible price sapports;
yet his Great Plains program shows
the willingness of The1 Department to

State College,

Corvallis,

Oregon

offer assistance in times of emergency.
It is my opinion that the author
places too much emphasis on price
supports and their effect on the agricultural situation. He recognizes the
importance of research, education, expanded markets, and adequate longterm farm financing. I would like to
have seen it made clearer that research,
conservation, education, markets, and
financial programs working properly
would largely do away with the necessity of commodity supports of any
kind.
Considerable mention is made of
farmers losing t’heir self reliance. We
in agricultural circles know that this is
just a trend and not an actuality. The
thought has occurred to me that a person outside of agriculture reading this
book (and it should be read by those
kind of people) would picture the
farmer as a dependent and unresourceful person.
Although “Farmers at the Crossroads” is a record of the hard facts
that will influence this na#tion and the
whole world, the reader will very likely
retmember it longer for the gems of
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shrewd philosophy that appear at intervals through the entire book. Following are a few of the many quotes
that show what I mean:
“Never before have so few produced such an abundance for so
many.”
“No single diagnosis is correct and
no single solution will work.”
“Reseasch is basic to our ent*ire
economy.”
“Conservation means making soils
yield abundantly year in and year
out for an indefinite period.”
“The soil, water, range, and forest
resources of the United States are the
foundatjon blocks of the structure in
our national economy.”
.“To me this is not just another nation, it, is a8great and glorious society
with a divine mission to perform for
liberty-loving people everywhere.”
“Freedom is a God-given, eternal
principle vouchsafed for us under the
constitution.“--R.
A. Long, R”ancher, Fort Rock, Oregon.

with the conservation of soil, water,
and vegetation. And all sound c80nserva,tion must proceed with proper analyses of resonrces and problems before
success8ful integration and action can
beI carried out.
The case against erosion is firmly
established, and methods for control
are plausible and well-oriented. Numerous excellent black and white photographs helpfully illustrate the text.
Readers with grazing interests will
find two excellent chapters entitled
“Grassland Farming” and “Protect the
Soil and Improve the Range.”
This new book is particularly wellsuited as a telxt for high school and
Soil
college students.--B. W. Allred,
Conservation
Service, Washington,
D.C.

The Future of Arid Lands. Papers
and Recommendations from the
International Arid Lands Meetings. Edited by Gilbert F. White.
American
van,cement

Soil Conservation. By J.’H. Stallings. Prentice-Halt
575 pages.

1956.

Inc.

New

York.

$8.50.

“Soil Conservation” is an admirable
text, broadly and specifically encompassing the intelr-relat,ed sciences that
make up soil conserva,tion. There are
575 pages and 25 chapters developed
under four parts as follows : Part IIntroductory
and Geographical
Aspects ; Part II-Fundamental
Considerations of Soil Conservation; Part
III-Conservation
Practices; Part IV
-Farm and Watershed Planning.
Stallings worked for 20 years for the
Soil Conservation Service, b&h in the
field and Washington office, and since
1953 has been associated with the Research Branch of Soil Conservation
under the Agricultural Research Administration.
For many years, the
author had the task of reviewing and
reporting on fundamental conserva,tion
work for field use; hence he is one of
the wlorld’s best informed mea on soil
conservation literat,ure.
Conservationists in all fields will find
this to be a. foundation t,ext for their
own specialties because each aspect of
conservation sciences must be concerned

D. C.

Association
of

453 pp.

for

Scierbce,
2956.

the

Ad-

Washingtovh,

$5.75.

The objective and general scope of
this analysis of arid land problems is
briefly stated in the first sentence of
the preface : “This volume sets down
the efforts of scientists from seventeen
countries and from as many disciplines
to a,ssess the state of man’s struggle to
make productive and stable use of the
world’s arid lands.” “Arid lands” as
defined by Charles E. Kellogg in his
chapter on the “The Role of Science in
Man’s Struggle on Arid Lands,” includes specifically “those regions in
which the normal soils, although perhaps productive of grass and browse,
are usually too low in moisture for the
dependable production of cultivated
plants without irrigation.”
The volume consists of a collection
of the1various papers presented at, the
Interna,tional Arid Lands Meetings held
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, April
26-May 4, 1955. The variety of topics
included is indicateId by selected contents of the text:
History and Problems of Arid Lands
Delvelopment
The Role of Science in Man’s Struggle on Arid Lands
The Challenge of Arid Lands Re-

search and Development for the
Benefit of Mankind
Climatology in Arid Zone Research
Water Resources in Arid Regions
of
Variability
and Predictability
Water Supply
Fluctua,tions and Variability in Mexican Rainfall
Beneficial Use of Water in Arid
Lands
Geochronology as an Aid to Study
of Arid Lands
Grazing Resources
Geogra.phy’s Contribution to the Better Use of Resources
Agricultural Use of Water under Saline Conditions
Consequences of Using Arid Lands
beyond Their Capabilities
Possibilities of Increasing and Maintaining Production from Grass
an’d Forest Lands wit,hout Accelerating Erosion
Land Reclamation and Soil Conservation in Indian America
Demineralization of Saline1Waters
The Salinity Factor in the Reuse of
Waste Waters
Induced Precipitation
Some Relationships of Experimental
Meteorology to Arid Land Water
Sources
The Economics of Water Sources
Adaptation of Plants and Animals
Animals a.nd Arid Conditions: Physiological Aspects of Productivity
and Management
The Locust and Grasshopper Problem in Relation to the Development of Arid Lands
Desert Agricult,ure: Problems and
Results in Israel
Problems in the Development and
Utilization of Arid Land Plants
Plants, Animals, and Humans in
Arid Areas
Analyses of the sorts included in
these titles, made in large part by men
recognized as leaders in their respective
fields, would be expected to contain
much information not otherwise obtainable without, extensive research.
Such is the case. Similarly, in so comprehensive a compendium it would
seem almost inevitable that no little
commonplace knowledge should also
be included. This also is the case.
Most of the chapters are written in
easily understandable, essentially nontechnical language. This makes the
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volume rather well suited to use by
those who do not’ profess to’ be specialists in the various fields covered. Although 25 of the chapters include
literatare citations, the references are
gene&rallynot exhaustive enough to be
of particula,r value in detailed research
on any of the topics. They do, however,

provide beginnings and indicate some
of the publicafion a,venuelsavailable.
Today, morel than a.t any time in the
past, use is being ma,de of lands formerly considered too arid for satisfactory human use. The symposium
from which this volume emerged wa,s
particularly timely and focused atten-

CURRENT

tion not only on the general problem,
but on already proven or potential
so,lutions. As a general reference, it is
highly deserving of a place on the
shelves of all who are interested in
arid lands and their future.--R.
R.
Humphrey,
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Tucson, Arizona,
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volume rather well suited to use by
those who do not’ profess to’ be specialists in the various fields covered. Although 25 of the chapters include
literatare citations, the references are
gene&rallynot exhaustive enough to be
of particula,r value in detailed research
on any of the topics. They do, however,

provide beginnings and indicate some
of the publicafion a,venuelsavailable.
Today, morel than a.t any time in the
past, use is being ma,de of lands formerly considered too arid for satisfactory human use. The symposium
from which this volume emerged wa,s
particularly timely and focused atten-
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tion not only on the general problem,
but on already proven or potential
so,lutions. As a general reference, it is
highly deserving of a place on the
shelves of all who are interested in
arid lands and their future.--R.
R.
Humphrey,
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Tucson, Arizona,
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How many of you have read and
thrilled at the objectives of our Society-To
foster advancement’ in t.he
science and art of grazing land management, to promote progress in the
conservation and greatest, sustained use
of forage and soil resources, to stimulate discussion and understanding of
scientific and practical range and pasture problems, to provide a medium for
the exchange of ideaa and fa(cts among
society members and with allied technologists, and to encourage professional
improvement of its members’?
Holw did we get a, Socielty with these
objectives? When wa#s the beginning?
Who was behind the forma,tion of this
Society? History is a dry subject to

1For much of the material relating to
early years of the Society acknowledgment is given to a report entitled “History of the American
Society of Range
Management,
1946-1949,” whiah was prepared by the Historica,
Committee
for
the Society and presented
to President
D. A. Savage on January 1, 1951.

1. Atlatitic
1957.

199(4):

40-46.

Apr.

(El Paso, Texas)

Many of our present members did not
share in the experiences of the formative years.

0 ur Range Society1

tiow, Forest

Lea, T’om. Captain King of Texas,
the man who made the King Ranch:

BUSINESS

The History and Accomplishments of

Director,

interception, vertical point quadrat,
aad loop melthods as used in measuring b,asal area, of grassland vegetation. Cana$d. Jour. Plawt Sci. 37(l):
34-42.
Jaw. 1957.
(Experimental
Fa;rm, Lethbridge, Alberta)
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PE.CHANE(T

many. But at this-the
10t.h Annual
Meeting of the American Society of
Range Management-I
think it well to
review some of the highlights in the
formation and growth of our Society.

Early Developments
The concept of a society for range
men goes back at least to 1931. Between 1931 and 1946, several different
groups of range men seriously considered such an organization. Chiefly
because there was a general feeling
that numbers of range men w’ere insufficient to support a strong society,
none of these earlier considerations
bore any tangible move toward formation of a society. The fact that t.he
idea, was kept alive, however, was a
real accomplishment of the earlier
workers.
The first t,angible event which subsequently gave birth to the American
Society of Range Management took
place in Moscow, Idaho, on Ma,rch
28-30,’ 1946. Here, at an Interagency
Range Management Conference at.tended by representatives of five colleges and several state and federal
agencies, one of the panel discussions
was entitled “The Need for a Range
Mana.gement, Organization.” Members
of the panel included Charles A. Fite,
Gene Payne, Vernon A. Young and
myself, with Harold F. Heady as leader.
The needs for a common meeting
ground for range men emp!oyed by
the several agencies-a place where we
could get together and thresh out our
common problems-and
for a journal
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The History and Accomplishments of
Our Range Society1
JOSEPH F. PECHANEC
L&-eetol; Southeastern Forest aed Range Experiment
Statim, Forest Service, U. S. Departnwnnt ofAgriculture, Asheville, North Carolina
HO,7 many of you have read and
thrilled at the objeatives of our Soci&--To
foster advancement in the
se&x
and art of grazing land management, to promote progress in the
conservation ana gmtost wstained use
of forage and soil resources, to stimulate discussion and understanding of
scientific and practical range and pmture problems, to provide a medium for
the exchanxe of ideas and facts among
society members and with allied terhn&gists, and to encourage professional
imprcwement of its members?
How did we get a Soriety with these
objectives? When was the beginning?
Who was behind the formation of this
Society? Histoly is a dry subject to

many. Rut at this-the
10th Annual
Meeting of the American Society of
Range Management-1
think it sell to
review swne of the highlights in the

Mlany of our present members did not
share in thP experiences of the formative years.
The concept of a society for range
mpn gws hack at least to 1931. Retwen 1931 aad 1946, several different
groups of range men seriously considered such an organization. Chiefly
bceause there was a general feeling
that numbers of range men were insufficient to support * strong society,
none of theearlier considerations
bore any tangible move toward formation of a society. The Pact that the
idea r-as kept alive, however, was a
real accomplishment of the earlier
warkrrs.
The first tangible event which subxquently gave birth to the American
Society of Range Management took
place in Mosrov, Idaho, on March
28.$0; 1946. Here, at nn Interagency
Range Management Conference attended by represmtatives of five colleges and several state and federal
agencies, one of the panel dixussions
was entitled “The Need for a Range
Manapement Organization.” Members
of the panel included Charles A. Fite,
Gene Payne, ~7ernon A. Young and
mywlf, with Harold F. Heady as lader.
The needs for B eomnmn meeting
ground for range men emp!oyed by
the several qzncies--a
place where we
could get together and thresh out our
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to which we could turn and find current literature1 on range and grassland
problems were1 clear from the discussion. There was no question regarding the need for some type of organization. But a spirited and somewhat
heated discussion took pla,ce between
panel members and from the floor, with
the group pretty sharply divided on
the issue of whether t,he needs of range
men could be taken care of by affiliating with an existing society, or whether
a separate organization was needed.
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a range organization was, however,
displayed by the 505 replies. On only
two points were they conclusive: 495
men favored a range management organization, and 390 favored publication of a journal. The issue of whether
the organization should be separate or
affiliat(ed with an existent society was
still not absolutely clear; 286 fa.vored
a. separate organization as compared
to 237 for affiliat#ion, aad 371 indi&ed they would become members of
a sepal-a& organization as compared
to 319 who wtould become members of
a section if membership requirements
permitted.

At the close of the1 meeting a motion was passed instructing Vernon A.
Young, chairman of the conference, to
a.ppoint a committee to inquire further
into interest by range men in a range
This history of the development
and
organization and the type of organizaactivities
of the American
Society
of
tion desired. Tom Lommasson, Liter
was presented
by
Range
Management
F. Spence, W. T. White, Harold Heady
J. F. Pechanec at the Tenth Anruual Meetand myself were appointed t’o tha#t ing of the Society at Great Falls, Mow
tana, January d9-February 1,1957. Given
committee, with the last two named
as part of the Tenth Anniversary Panel,
as co-chairmen.
During the spring and summer of
1946 committee
members inquired
further into the desires of range men.
Need for a. more thorough canvass became evident,, and on August 20 distribution of a mimeographed letter was
begun to 858 ranget men. This letter set
forth the consensus of the Moscow
panel discussion and briefly listed arguments advanced for setting up a
separate organization, and for affiliating as a section within an existent
society. Enclosed was a card to be
filled out and ret,urned, a.sking whether
the man favored an organization of
raage men, whether this should be a
separate organization or a section of
an existent, society, whether he would
become a member in either event, and
whether such an organization should
publish a journal.
The spirited discussion at Moscow
was wan and sickly compared to the.
pungency of some of the replies. There
were Dhose who felt no need existed.
Others expressed themselves strongly
in favor of affiliating with the Society
of Americaa Foresters.
Still others
were equally positive about the American Society of Animal Production being the appropriate haven for range
men. There were those, too, that
favored
the American
Society
of
Agronomy.
Strong int.erest in the formation of

this article oonstitutes a permanent
historical record of the development of the
Society from its inception
to January,
1957.

From these1 replies, the committee
concluded that the advantages of a
separate organization of range men
more than offset the advantages of
a,@lia,ting with an older society. It was
their opinion that ,only if enough members could not be secured to set up
a#separate society and finance a publi&ion, should the alternative be considered.
We were still plagued by the lack
of knowledge as to how many range
men there were. Some e&mates gave
only 500 to 600 as a potential.
We
didn’t know how much in the way of
dues could beI cha,rged, or what it
would cost to finance a publication.
Several other existing societies were in
sad finarmial shape, and we didn’t want
to start still another.
Doubts were
many !
Moreover, itIwas clear from some correspondence received that at least three
older and existing societies w’ere considering making overtures to range
men. The Society of American Foresters had already set up a subject
matter division, and there were several
in both the American Society of Agronomy and the American Society of Ani-

mal Product’ion who felt these societies
should t,ake in the range men. There
wa,s the possibility that many of our
potential members would be drained
off into other societies and that a
unified group could not be achieved.
Formation

of

the’ Society

From November 1946 until midsummer in 1947 the committee members
contacted many leading range men to
obt,ain their a,dvice as to what course
to pursue. Also, inquiry was made of
several societies concerning their policies, possibilities of affiliation, details
and costs of publishing a journal, and
many other organizational problems.
The outlook was still clouded, but it
was evident that an organization was
needed. Strength was needed to even
discuss affiliation effectively-to
negotiate with existing soaieties and secure
t,he objectives that range men wanted.
Interest aswakened by the original letter in 1946 and efforts by other societies to encompass range men in their
fold made time of the essence.
The committee decided to move ahead
with setting up a skeleton organization.
Accordingly, a second letter was sent
in mid-July of 1947 to about 850 persons summarizing the results of the
mail canvass, establishing a range society with objectives listed above, and
requesting payment of a $3.00 dues.
The society being formed was to explore completely possibilities for setting up a separate organization or
ends that could be achieved by affiliating w’ith one of the existent societies,
and to plan a two-day meeting during
the winter of 1947-48.
This letter also requested vote on
members for a temporary council to
assist and help guide the committee
until officers could be elected, and vote
on a name for the society.
No small factor in the success of this
venture were’two displays of support.
First, both the 1946 and 1947 mailings
of letters cost money. To cover these
costs several leading range men in the
country and me#mbers of the committee contributed as much as $25.00
apiece. Second, official actions by two
of the major federal agencies in the
field of range conservation resolved
any doubts as to their attitudes. On
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the same day, W. L. Dutton and W.
R. Chapline of the Forest Service, and
Fred Renner of the Soil Conservation
Service sent similar 1et;ters to range
men in their respective agencies informing them of developments and
strongly urging that they join .the new
society and give it their support.
Later, the Chiefs of both the Soil Conservation Service and Forest Service,
when they were informed of the objectives of the new range society, sent
letters to all t.heir regions, expressing
official interest and support, of their
agencies. Lat’er, G. M. Kerr of the
Bureau of Land Management sent a
similar metssage to the range men of
that agency. These official a,ttitudes
toward the new organizatJon did much
to stimulate interest and increase membership in the new society.
Five committees were appo,inted by
the original committee to assist in
work of the embryonic society. An
organiza,tion committee, to develop objectives and a_ constitution and bylaws
for the organizat.ion, to st,udy scope
of the organization, and to select a
name for the organization, was formed
under the chairmanship of Fred Renner. A membership committee, to conduct’ an extensive membership campaign, to make suggestions regarding
the nature of membership requirements, and to det’ermine how much
w’ould be needed for dues, was set up
under the chairmanship of C. Kenneth
Pearse. A program committee, under
the chairmanship of Dave Cost,ello,
and an arrangements committee, under the chairmanship of George Stewart, were established to prepare for
the first meeting at Salt Lake. A journal committee was appointed to present their ideas on possibilities of publication of a journal, format, contents,
and estimated cost.
By early ‘November the replies to
the let,ters sent out during the late
summer were sufficiently complete that
the select.ion of a temporary council
was clear. Elected were B. W. Allred,
Da,vid F. Costello, Fred G. Renner,
George St’ewart, L. A. Stoddart, and
Vernon A. Young.
Thus, by t.he end of 1947, as a result
of very active work by the original
committee, the temporary council, and
each of the five appointed committees,
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arrangements were completed for t,he ment, but lack of agreement on the
first aanual meeting to be held in Salt’ admission of ranchers, especially those
some members thought had exploited
La$e City, Utah. A first, draft, of the
their lands. The proposal was made
constitution and bylaws had been completed. Membership stood a,t so’mewhat from the floor that ranchers be admitt’ed only if they were “conservation
more than 400, and an encouraging reranchers,” and after examination by
port on the possibilities of a journal
Society representatives revealed they
had been prepareId.
act,ually had “a good crop of grass”
on their lands.
First Meeting at Salt Lake
The meeting in Salt Lake City,
just nine! yeass ago today and tomorrow, wa,s a memorable one. Doubts that
lingered in the minds of many of us
were quickly aad positively dispelled
shortly after the meeting opened. The
attendance of 192 clearly indicated
positive interest in a range organization. Everyone seemed imbued with
the idea that they were there to organize a.n active, worthwhile society
that would stand on its feet and go
places. The great majority were in
favor of a separate) society inst.ead of
affiliat.ion witlh some existing society.
The die was cast. We were on our
way.
Considerable discussion during the
business session on the morning of
the 30th revolved around a name for
the new society. Even though the organization committee had chosen the
name “American Society of Range
Management” on the basis of voting in
response to the letter sent. out in July
1947, there still seemed to be considerable dissatisfaction.
An alternate
name proposed * was the “American
Grassland Society.” As a result of the
ensuing discussion it was decided to
submit by mail the two choices to the
full membership for vote, together with
a full explanation of the relative
merits.
Memberschip relquiremenm also came
up for considerable discussion. There
were clearly t,wo schools of thought.
One group favored requirements broa.d
enough to include aayone sufficiently
interested in joining the Society and
supporting its objeotives. The other
thought that such a liberal policy would
det’ract from the professional standing of the Society, particularly if those
without scientific scholastic training in
range management wlere admitted.
There seemed general agreelment on
the a,dmission o,f those actually engaged
in technical aspects of range manage-

Chairman Renner, of the Organization Committee, who was then presiding, “innocently” suggested that this
sounded reasonable, but pointed out
that in a democratic organization, any
such requirements ought to be applied
to all classes of members. He went on
to suggest that if it’ were applied to
L.U. project managers, national forest
supervisomrs, district graziers, or other
technicians managing rangelands, the
Society might find itself in the position of having to refund the membership dues of a considerable number
who had already joined. The ensuing
laughter sett.led the point and the
group went on to vote the inclusion
of broad membership requirements as
they stand today.
Numerous
recommendations
were
made for consideration in revision of
the draft of the constitution and bylaws. These were passed on to the Organization Committee wit,h the recommendation that t,he revised constitution
and bylaws be referred by mail to the
full membership for approval.
It was agreed that those range men
who came in during 1947 before the
range societ,y ha,d become a reality deserved some mark of distdnction for
their support. Accordingly, it was decided to designate these men as Charter
Members, and their membership cards
would henceforth bear the name “Charter.” Those who became members
prior to July 1, 1948, by payment of
1947 as well as 1948 dues could also
become charter members.
A resolut,ion from the floor was
passed by unanimous vote of those in
attendance at the Salt Lake meeting
“that the present executive group and
council be retained and placed in office
for the year 1948.” As a result the
officers chosen to guide the Society
through it,s first year were : for Council members-Fred
G. Renner, David
F. Costello, George Stewart, L. A.
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ground for 3,000 members. This number is in marked contrast to the foreca,st(s in 1946 and 1947 of 500 to 600
members. Even so, it’ falls far short
of our potential membership. The fact
that our present’membership, made up
of ranchers, range technicians, teachers,
and many other groups, has a place to
discuss common problems demonstra,tes
the wisdom of the decision at’the first
annual meeting to have broa,d membership requirements. The impa,cts of our
Society through these varied members
have spread fas and wide. Its influence
can be seen in far-off sections of the
Middle East, South America, and Africa.
We have a highly respect.ed bimonthly journal, now in its 10th volume, with thousands of copies, going
to all corners of the globe. These volumes contain technical and semi-technical articles far in excess of the
forecast of one of my early correspond-

eats, who said: “I am convinced that
your reports favoring a publication in
range management, separate from the
Journal of Forestry indica,te merely a
desire for such a journal and not a
studied thought as to! its feasibility. I
believe it impossible to support a credible independent publication.” This has
been done without materially lesselning
flow to other journals.
We now have 18 active sections, three
which we share with our good friends
to the north-Canada-and
one in the
Middle Ea.st. The1 fact that these sections are possible and active is in direct
contrast to early forecasts that, range
men were too scattered to support meetings. These sectionsl, through their
field tours, annual meetings, news letters, youth activit,ies such as range
camps and judging schools, erection of
signs and many other activit,ies, are
truly the foundation for the Society.
We have built a bet.ter understand-

WITH

ARZZONA
The program for the summer Section
meeting at Showlow, July 30-31, will
ha.ve the theme of “Range Management .” Talks, panels, and discussions
are scheduled for Tuesday, July 30.
REP. ARTHUR GUENTHERwill speak on
“Indian Lore and Customs of the
Apache Indians” act the Tuesday evening blaaquet. A field trip on the>Fort
Apa.che Indian Reserva,tion is scheduled
for Wednesday, with the meeting end-’
ing in the field that evening.
The State Fair Exhibit Committee
with ROBERTV. BOYLEas chairman and
LOUIS HAMILTON, DARWIN ANDERSON,
Tm MOELLEP~,
PAL, CHARLES,WARREN
CROUGH,and WAYNE KESSLERas members, are arranging an exhibit of potted
range plants for t.he State Fair this
fall.
By April 6, 11 new members had
been gained by the Section. Prospects
for reaching 300 Arizona Section members by t,he end of the year continue
to look good.-IVa,yne Kessber.
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ing of importance of rangelands and
range management problems through
our numerous meetings with other societies and organizations. By moving
our national meetings around to Salt
Lake City, Denver, San Antonio, Billings, Boise, Albuquerque, Omaha, San
Jose, Denver-and
now Great Fallswe have brought, emphasis to the importance of ranges in various sections
of our country.
We should take pride in these major
accomplishments.
But by no means
should we get complacent. Let’s take
each part of our objectives and see if
we are doing all we can and should. We
need membership and we need finances.
This is only part. At this, our Tenth
Annual Meeting, we should scrutinize
carefully and critically. Out of this
should come a course for the Society
during the next 10 years, a course
which would bring to fruition the objectives spelled out for the Society.

SECTIONS

ZNTERNATZONAL MOUNTAZN
The spring meeting of the Section
was held at Milk River on June 13 and
14. The meeting concentrated on range
plants and featured an exhibit of range
grasses and ot,her range plants. DR. R.
T. COUPLAND,Proifessor of Plant Ecology at the Universit,y of Saskatchewan, was t.he guest speaker at the
banquet on the evening of June 13.

end of April. Twenty-four new members ha)d been obtained by this date.
The Membership Committee, chairmarled by LORZNZBREDEME’IER,
consists
of 27 men from all sections of the
state. Each man on the committee ha.s
been charged with the responsibility of
getting two new members this year.

Five Range Judging Days and a
State Range Judging Contest have been
planned for the summer. The Section
The range tour on June 14 included
is acting as a co-sponsor of these judgthe Writing-On-Stone, area, the HowWisemaw.
ARD LESLIE ranch, JOE GILCHRIST’S ing contests.-George
Deer Creek ranch,’ and the DAVE
THOMASranch in the Sweet’grass Hills.
NORTHERN GREAT PLAZNS
JOHN CROSS, Nanton, Alberta., SecThe summer meeting of the Section
tion-member and Society director, was
will be held at the Dominion Range
re-elected president’ of the Western
Experimental
Station southeast of
Stock Growers Association. EION CHISManyberries, Alberta, on July 10-11,
HoLM, Calgary, continues as Secreta,ry
1957. Arrangements are being ma.de to
of the association.
accommodate the Section members.
Meals will be provided bly the Boarding
NEBRASKA
House at’ a nominal fee; howelver,
sleeping accommodations axe lacking.
Membership in the Se&ion showed
Members can bring their sleeping bags
an increase of about 20 percent by the
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ZNTERNATZONAL MOUNTAZN
The spring meeting of the Section
was held at Milk River on June 13 and
14. The meeting concentrated on range
plants and featured an exhibit of range
grasses and ot,her range plants. DR. R.
T. COUPLAND,Proifessor of Plant Ecology at the Universit,y of Saskatchewan, was t.he guest speaker at the
banquet on the evening of June 13.

end of April. Twenty-four new members ha)d been obtained by this date.
The Membership Committee, chairmarled by LORZNZBREDEME’IER,
consists
of 27 men from all sections of the
state. Each man on the committee ha.s
been charged with the responsibility of
getting two new members this year.

Five Range Judging Days and a
State Range Judging Contest have been
planned for the summer. The Section
The range tour on June 14 included
is acting as a co-sponsor of these judgthe Writing-On-Stone, area, the HowWisemaw.
ARD LESLIE ranch, JOE GILCHRIST’S ing contests.-George
Deer Creek ranch,’ and the DAVE
THOMASranch in the Sweet’grass Hills.
NORTHERN GREAT PLAZNS
JOHN CROSS, Nanton, Alberta., SecThe summer meeting of the Section
tion-member and Society director, was
will be held at the Dominion Range
re-elected president’ of the Western
Experimental
Station southeast of
Stock Growers Association. EION CHISManyberries, Alberta, on July 10-11,
HoLM, Calgary, continues as Secreta,ry
1957. Arrangements are being ma.de to
of the association.
accommodate the Section members.
Meals will be provided bly the Boarding
NEBRASKA
House at’ a nominal fee; howelver,
sleeping accommodations axe lacking.
Membership in the Se&ion showed
Members can bring their sleeping bags
an increase of about 20 percent by the
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and bunk in the auditorium, or they
can commute from Ha,vre, Montana.
Membership in the Section has shown
a substantial increase. At the end of
March there were 105 paid-up members
and only 14 delinquents. Last yea,r at
the same time there were 67 paid-up
members and 30 delinquent,s.-Carl
Gr&Cl??%.
PACIFIC NORTH WEST
The summer meeting of the Sect’ion
was held at Burns, Oregon, July 1 and
21957. The meeting featured the work
of the Malheur Game Refuge and the
Squa,w Butte-Harney Experiment Station. A full report of the meeting will
be given later.
The Summer Range Camp for the
boys from Oregon will be’ held July
29-August 3 at the Tupper Guard Station in the Umatilla National Forest
near Heppner. Included in the program will be plant identification, principles of plant growth, range livestock
and game management, and range reseeding.
The 1957 annual business meeting of
the Section will be held at Bend,
Oregon, December 1 and 2.
SOUTHERN
Five members of the1‘Southe’rn Section attended the 1957 Annual Meeting

of the Society a.t Great Falls, Montana,
last January. These were: BOB WILLIAMS, JOE PECHANEC,BOB RUMMELL,
BOB CBMPB~I,, and HURLQN RAY.
HURON’ RAY was Grand champion in
the1photosgraph contest at the meeting.
Plans are taking shape for the annual Section meeting, which will be held
in Arkansas next October. FRED A.
PEEVY is chairman of the Program
Committee for the fall meeting.
The membership goal for the Sonthem Section is 100 members by the end
of the year. As of April 1 Section
membership totaled 58. -Lowell
K.
Halls.

TEXAS
The Program Committee met at Ab,ilene in March and scheduled five Saction meetings for the year. These are:
(1)
Brownwood-range
watersheds,
May 4 ; (2) Midsummer meet(ing, probably in Chihuahua City, old Mexico;
(3) Spur-range
research, September
27; (4) Madisonville-post
oak range,
probablly November 1 or 2 ; (5) Fort
Worth, Annual mefeting December 7-8.
Part of the program at the annual
meelting may ble devoted to papers by
women ranchelrs.

SECTION CHAIRMEN

The grass display board owned by
the Texas Section was displayed at the
Fort Worth Stock Show this spring.
The board has grass mounts and lights
that blink on when the right button is
pushed. This board is available for
display by Society members wherever
it may be of value.
UTAH
A joint meeting of the Utah Sections
of ASRM and the Society of American Foresters wa.s held at Ut,ah State
on April 13. Featured speakers included LINCOLNELLISON,E. E. KOTOK,
ALLE’N W. STOKERS,
OLAUS J. MURIE,
WALTER
P. COTTAI\I,
and FLOYD IVERSON.
A field day was held at Tintic Benmore on Ma.y 24. Research studies dealing with methods of sagebrush and
juniper
eradication were observed.
Other experimental trials examined included studies of forage consumption
by rabbits and rodents, reseeding hazards, and utilization on native and reseeded ranges.
A fall field trip is planned to observe
range manageme#nt practices on winter
range and private ranches near Box
Elder.

AND SECRETARY-TREASURERS

Arizona
Jim L. Finley
P. 0. Box 136
Gilbert, Arizona.

THE SECTIONS

Charles C. Michaels
P. A. Box 659
Holblrook, Arizona

Kansas-Oklahoma
Gerald W. Tomanek
Biology Dept., State
College
Hays, Kansas

California
Wayne Biehler
Fresno State College
Fresno 26, California

Jolhn E. Butler
Biology Dept. Fresno S. C.
Fresno 26, California

Rod Blacker
USFS Bldg. 85, DFC
Denver, Colorado
Idaho

Peter W. Taylor
P. 0. Box 981
Idaho Falls, Idaho

Virgil McConnell
3587 C-Street
Idaho Falls, Idaho

John L. Launchbangh
407 West 20th
Hays, Kansas

Nebraska
Charles Mowry
Don Sylvester
Soil Conservation Service Soil Conservation Service
Halsey, Nebraska
Valentine, Nebraska

Colora,do
Clyde Doran
USFS Bldg. 85, DFC
Denver, Colorado

FOR 1957

Nevada
Tom E. Brierley
U. S. Forest Service
Lamoille, Nevada

George D. Swainston
Humboldt Nat!1 Forest
Elko, Nevada
New Mexico

Floyd Farrell
Joe Doawns
537 El Paraiso Drive
P. 0. Box 1348
Albuquerque, New Mexico Albuquerque, New Mexico
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THE SECTIONS
Southern

Northern Great Plains
George Halliday
1150 King Street
Regina, Sask., Canada

Melvin Aaston
PFRA, Motherwell Bldg.
Regina, Sask., Canada

Internationti
Harry Hargrave
Dominion Exp. Sta,tion
Lethbridge, Alberta,
CanaYda

Lowell Halls

D. M. Baird

Cojastal P&ins Exp. St,ation
Tifton, Georgia

Georgia Exp. Station
Experiment, Georgia

Mountain

Texas

Alex Johnston
Dominion Exp. Station
Let hbridge, Alberta,
Can&da

Rudy J. Pederson
Soil Conservation Service
Bryan, Texas

William J. Waldrip
A. and M. College of Texas
College Stration, Texas

Utah
Pacific Northwest
E. Wm. Anderson
Soil Conservation Service
Pendleton, Oregon

Lowell Woods
127%28th Street
Ogden, Utah

C. M. Rector
P. 0. Box 119
Pendleton, Oregon

J. Deloy Hansen
Federal Bldg., Room 465
Salt Lake City, Utah
Wyoming

South Dakota
Les Albee
Wendell Bever
Box 1671
Custer, South Dakota
Ra.pid City, South Dakota

Jack W. Wilson
Box 665, B.L.M.
Rawlins, Wyoming

Alan A. Beetle
Agronomy Dept., U. of
Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

National Capital
Royale K. Pierson
B.L.M., Dept of Int,tior
Washington 25, D. C.

Program

Max W. Bridge
928 Oakwood Drive
Falls Church, Virginia

for the Summer

Sponsored

Field

by the Wyoming

Meeting

Section

Registration : Begins at noon on July 25 in
the Wort Hotel, Jackson, Wyoming. Full details
on meeting places, times, camp grounds, and eating facilities will be available.

Refuge, Gros Ventre area. Big game, Teton National Forest cattle allotments, Grosvont slide
area, winter feeding stations, exclosures, excellent fishing.

Thursday: July 25, 7 :30 to 9 :30 p.m. Technical panel discussion : WALTER H. KITTAMS,moderator, Biologist, Yellowstone National Park ;
ODELLJULANDER,Range Conservationist, Forest
Service, Intermountain Forest, and Range Experiment Station, Utah; ROBERT IJ. CASEBEER,
Habitat Improvement Leader, Department of
Game and Fish, Idaho; MARGARETALTMAN, Research Investigator, National Science Foundation, Wyoming ; RICHARDTABER,Assistant Prof.
of Forestry, Montana State University.

Saturday : July 27, Optional Field Day.
Southern >ackson- Hole and Hobach Canyon.
Glacial erratics, dramatic scenery, route of the
Astor fur trappers, sagebrush, juniper, aspen,
pine, and fir and spruce associations, Granite
Creek Falls, excellent hot springs swimming
pool.

Friday:

July

26, Field

Day.

National

Elk

A point-by-point mileage chart will be passed
out to those registering for the meeting. At predetermined stops speakers will discuss geology,
soils, forage, history, ownership, game, livestock,
and other points of interest.
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Peek, WESTERN RANCHING SERVICES
Home Office:
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Dalbart,

Texas,
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1%
agencies may make nominations. The
term “agricultural sciences” is interpreted bfroadly, including agricultural
chemistry, engineering, and physics,
agronomy, ba.cteriology, biology, botany, elntomology, forestry, genetics, nutrition, veterinary science, presumably
range management,, etc. For information on how candida.tes for the Award
are nominated writ,e to: Permanent
Secretary, The Hoblitzelle
Awards,
Texas Research Fonnda.tion, R.enner,
Texas.
RANGE

range1 management positJon with the
U. S. Operations mission in Tripoli.

article has been completed by his assistant, W. J. DORAN.

DON DAVIS has been promoted to
Deputy Chief of t+heDivision of Agriculture and Water Resources, U. S.
OperaGons mission, Libya.

In Memoriam

MARVIN K~,EMMEreturned on April
6, 1957, to Monrovia, Liberia, after a
five-mont’h journely that took him over
most of Africa. Countries visited included Somalia, Ethiopia,
British
Somaliland, Kenya, and the Rhodesias.

TOM I. DUDLEY, charter member of
the Society, died from a heart attack
at his home in Tehran, Iran, on May
3, 1957.

Notice

Previous to going to Iran he spent
two years in Jordan with the International Cooperation Administration.
TOM had been in Iran since 1956, where
he was head of the Water Resources
and Watershed Management Section in
the Division of Agriculture of the ICA.

MEN ABRIOAD

FJXYD D. LARSON, chief of the1 Division of Agriculture and Water Resources in the U. S. Operations mission
to Libya, left Tripoli with his family
for home leave in the States on June
5. Travel will be by way of Italy and
France. After a period of leave the
L4RSONS will return to’ Tripoli for
another tour of duty.
ART SEMPLE,formerly with FAD in
Rome, has transferred to the ICA and
is presently w’orking with FLOYD LARSON and DON DAVIS on range management programs in Libya. SEMPLE is
teamed with JOHN STEWART,formerly
of the BIA, at Billings, Montana, in
developing work plans for the1conservation and ma,nagement of the drainage
system of the Wadi Megenin range
above the cit,y of Tripoli.

AND NOTES

H. B. STEL~OX,Agronomist (Forage
Crops), Expeirimental Farm, Lacombe,
Alberta, Canada, died on April 1, 1957,
as a result of injuriee received in an
auto accident. At the time of his death
MR. STELFOXwas prepa,ring an article
on pasture cages for the Journal. The
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JOE MAST left Jordan last fall, when
things got too unsettled, and has been
working at Benghazi in the position
left vacant when RICHARD JOHNSON,
Forest Service, returned to the Stat,es.
The MASTS expect to return to Jordan
soon.
BARRY PARK, Forest Service, Missoula, Montana., will take a permanent

TOM will be remembered for his
many years with the Bureau of Land
Management in Montana.
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